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Send copi~s of sof~ware you wish to exc~ange at the next US symposium 
to the- appropriate committee member for preparation: 

DEC tapes 
DEC floppys 
AED floppys 

DECtapes 
Hagtapes 
DEC floppys 

LINCtapes 

SPRING SYMPOSIUM 

Russell Overbey 
PO Box Y Bldg. 92101-2 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
Oak Ridge, TN 37830 

Earl T. Elis, Jr. 
USCG R&D Center 
Avery Pt. 
Groton, CT 06349 
(615) 483-8611 Ext. 3-5176 

Larry Alber 
FDA Room 1222 
433 W. Van Burren 
Chicago, IL 60607 
(31l) 353-5863 

I recently participated in the Symposia Committee's Planning Meeting for 
the Spring Symposium. Users interested in 12 bit subjects will find 
this meeting interesting and varied. 

A "Road Map" session will provide orientation to the 12 bit program and 
establish coordination for the media conversion and program copying 
activities. Tutorial sessions will be given on the new Commercial 
version of BASIC, MACREL and TECO for new users. The PDP-8 product line 
will conduct a product ~anel to discuss its products and plans with the 
users. Work~hop s€0:ions inclcde DECstation-78 applications, OS/8 and 
RTS/8 product wor~~~ops where current and future plans will be discussed 
and a String Pro~essing Workshop that will cover the user written 
languages SNOBOL 8.2 and STAGE 2. Papers on the MULTI-8 real time, time 
shared operating system, the DECsystem-8 update for V3D, SLANG, a 
structured language, an application of a rricro-8 based syst~m, and the 
design of a Serial Interprocessor Buffer for the Be are scheduled. 
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Two free format sessipns are planned ~o provide opportunities to give 
short discussions of projects and problems, and to exchange ideas. 
Contributions to these sessions will be accepted up to the start of the 
meeting. Details of how to tak-_ part will be included in the meeting 
anouncements and mini-papers. 

The FOCAL and TECO SIG sessions will also be of interest to many 12 Bit 
users. Among the poster papers are ones on a Magtape File System for 
OS/8, a Real Time Music Generation System, and one on PDP-8 Software 
Diagnostics. The poster papers went quite well last time and I am 
looking forward to expanded interest in this aspect of future symposia. 

We expect that DEC will bring a respectable collection of PDP-8 family 
hardware. The PDP-12 that TPL used to bring is no longer available so 
no LINCtape facilities will be available at the meeting site. Wi~h 
luck, someone in the local area might help out if the need comes up. 
Among the hardware I expect to see are a variety of DECstation-78s ~nd 
VT-78s and a large PDP-8a based system. The large system will be the 
host system for the DEC's demonstrations and the user's activities. If 
all goes as planned the system will be configured with the demos running 
in an RTS-8 foreground while 0S/8 runs in the background for the users 
so some user activity ~an take place even when DEC is showing off their 
hardware. The configration will probibly support the following media: 
RK05 hard di~~, RXOl floppy disc, and TD8e DECtape. This system looks 
like it will have a number of very interesting things about it. DEC is 
also going to provide a PDP-l1 system that will be coordinated by the 16 
bit SIGs. Unfortunately, no means of communication between the 8 and 
the 11 is currently available. We, the users, should be working tc ~rd 
mutual sharing of facilities. For example, we might like to get copies 
of some of the FORTRAN software available on 11s or maybe access a 
magtape. The 11 world might like to be able to access DECtape or 
floppys. 

In additicn to our regular session rooms, the 12 Bit SIG will share a 
small room (the Pan American A Room near our session room) with the 
RT-ll SIG throught the meeting. We expect that it will serve as a 
headquarters for our activities. At the last Symposium the RSTS and RSX 
SIGs had such rooms and made good use of them as gathering spots and 
places to coordinate and control program exchange activities. I hope we 
will do the same to bring some control and order to what otherwise can 
become an uncontrolled ~adhouse around the machines. Our committee will 
be working on this and :ooking for help during the meeting. 

MACREL NOTES 

I understand that the next release of MACREL is being done at this time. 
Various shortcomings in the first release are to be corrected and a few 
features that DEC needs to have for things like RTS-8 are being put in. 
As I understand it, a "wish list" of all the nice features that people 
have suggested exists, and in the time remaining in the project, some 
fraction of them may also get into the release. For example, Stan 
Rabinowitz suggested that if users felt that shared page zero literals 
(i.e. literals on page zero ~hared by more than one module to minimize 
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use of page zero locations) were important, they needed to speak up now. 
Stan suggests writing to Ed Steinburger at DEC to do this. Send a copy 
to me also. 

My pet projects are to try to get FORTRAN II and/or FORTRAN IV to work 
to some degree with HACREL. If anyone is interested in this area let me 
know. Another pet project is to encourage people implementing languages 
and other projects of general interest to use HACREL. If you come 
across some one like that let me know. 

DECUS PROGRAM LIBRARY NEWS 

Chuck Conley, DECUS's Program Library Director, feels that the Library 
cannot continue to support the full cataloging of the over 800 PDP-8 
items and still do a good job. He is considering placing most of the 
old 8 material in some sort of an archive status and removing the 
listings from the regular catalog. We talked about the possibility of 
putting all the old write ups and listings on a set of microfiche and 
maybe putting the current version of ~he PDP-8 Volume 1 catalog on fiche 
so it would be available to anyone who really wanted it. Presumably, 
the machine readable versions of the programs would still be available 
but the catalog could be streamlined, and the cost to DECUS reduced so 
that updates to the catalog could be more frequent. Lars Palmer and 
Chuck have selected about 35 items from Volume 1 that they feel should 
be retained in the streamlined system because they seem to be of 
continuing interest and value in today's hardware and software 
enviroament. Other items can be added to this list if people feel they 
meet these criterion. If you have any candidates to nominate, write to 
Chuck at the DECUS address on page 1 and please send me a copy also. 
The proposed list of Volume 1 programs (i.e. up to 8-599) to be retained 
in future catalogs is as follows: 

5-25 
5/8-32a 
8-84 
8-89 
8-91 
8-102a 
8-103 
8-122 
8-127 
8-143 
8-144 
8-168 
8-178 
8-213 
8-257 
8-261 
8-335 
8-375 
8-397 
8-400:. 
8-446 
8-466 

A Pseudo Random Number Generator 
A Program to Relocate and Pack Programs in Binary Format 
One Pass PAL III 
XOD - Extended Octal Debugging Program 
MICRO-8: An On-Line Assembler 
A LISP Interpreter for the PDP-8 
Four Word Floating Point Package 
SNAP (Simplified Numerical Analysis) 
XDDT Extended Octal - Symbolic Cebugging Program 
FFTS-R - A Fast Fourier Transform for Real Data 
FFTS-C - A Fast Fourier Transform for Complex Data 
Calcomp Plotting Package 
Reverse Assembler 
4K ALGOL 
UCONN-EAP, Editor-assembler 
QUBIC 
COLPAC 
Three P3ge Floating Point Package 
8K Editor 
Execute SlC"w 
A Patch to FFTS-R (8-143) for Use Without EAE 
The RL Monitor Sy~tem 
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8BAL - PDP-8 Macro Laiiguage 
XDDT8E 
SBALIB - SB&L M~cro Library Generator, etc. 
ANOVA and DUNCAN 
MULTC ~ultiple Correlation Program 
CHISQ - Chi Square Program 
CLUSTR - Cluster Analysis Program 
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8-497 
8-527 
8-530 
8-554 
8-555 
8-556 
8-557 
~-558 
8-570 
8-594 
8-597 
8-598 
8-599 

CORREL - Correlation Drogram and FC~HP-VARMX Factor Analysis 
BIN4SV 
FP8 - Floating Point Arithmetic 
N.I.H. OS/8 Package 
CRT: - An OS/S Handler for Tektronix 611 Stor2ge Scope 
DIBILD - Directory h~bui!der 

Recent Program Revisions 

ALPHA: Sort OS/8 Directories (Version 2xx) - DECUS 8-825 
This revision updates ALPHA to handle the e~tended date from OS/S V3D 
plus the additional ability to print a header showing the way tne 
directory was sorted and the DECsystem-H parameter block. 

Price codes: Writeup - A01, DECtape - H12. 

SSP: Scientific Subroutine Package - DE~US 8-802 
I recently submitted the fully comment~d version of the complete package 
on an RK05 disc. The SSP is now available on ar. RK05 disc, ~ECtapes and 
RXOl floppy dics. I wrote up an explanation of the various crd~ring 
options for DECUS. If you have any questions, check with them. 

Recent Program Submissions 

CONVERT: 4K DiSk/DECta,e Monitor to PS/8 Conversion - DEC US 8-856 
This is the old CONYER progra~ from the original release of PSIS. It 
was designed to move ASCII files from 4k Disc/PECtape Monitor DECtape3 
to PS/8 (i.e. OS/S) files. The program only works with the TC08 DECtape 
controller (the TD8e had not been invented b~ck then f). In the current 
form it is undocumented, if you do not have the PSIS manual you will 
have to figure it out from uncommented sources. The main reason it was 
put in the library was to be sure it was not lost now that DEC has no 
interest in it. 

Price code: DECtape - H12 

TEtOVL: TEeD overlay for display on VC8/e - DECUS 8-863 
This is an overlay for TECO to allow it to display part of the text 
buffer on a VC8/e as it does with the PDP-12 scope. 

Price codes: Writeup and listing - 001, Bindry paper tape - F02. 

SNOBOL-8.2 Compiler - DECUS 8-864 
SNOBOL-8.2 is a SNOBOL-3 compiler which runs in 8k under OS/8. SNOBOL 
1s a powerful string processing language basp.d on pattern matching. 
Major restrictions are the absence of functions and extended arithmetic 
operations. Extensions include access to PAL code within the SNOBOL 
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program, and OS/8 file manipulation operations. An extensive user's 
manual is includ-d in the documentation. 

Price codes: Write up - A02, DECtape - H12 

SNOBOL-8.2 Demonstration Programs -. DECUS 8-865 
A c~llection of sample SNOBOL-8.2 programs including source listing 
program for SNOBOL programs, working documentation extraction system, 
and a source library management system. 

Price codes: Write up - A02, DECtape - H12 

OS/8 Magt~pe Handler DECUS 8-869 
A handler for writing ASCII files or output onto 1-track tape. 
Character packi~g and unpacking and tape blocking are done in the 
handler. A further program for reading the tape into, for example, an 
T~~ computer is included. Both programs have the capability of handling 
variable r&cord length files. 

Price codes: Write up and listing - DOl 

Interupt Bus Testing Progra~ - DECUS 8-E70 
This program is designed to de31 with the situation were an unknown 
device keeps causing interupts which results ifi interupt driven programs 
(such as FORTRAN IV programs) to hang up in the interupt service skip 
chain. It helps locate and identify the source of the problem. 

Price codes: Write up and listing - DOl, DECtape - H12, Source paper 
tape - G06 

U: A Program to T~e Out CCL Recollections - DE:US 8-871 & 12-21~ 
"Although th~ CCL '!-ecollection' feature (OS/8 Handbook ~. i--54f is 
convenient, it is s(·metimes annoying th."3t the recollt:r.tions are totally 
'invisable'. For example if a command such as '.UA' produces puzzling 
~esults, it may be because the user himself has forgotten exactly what 
he specified. Program 'U' provtdes a convenient way of examining CCL's 
recollections." 

I typed the short prugram in from the listing in the writeup, got it to 
work with V3D and added V3D commands like MAC and LINK with no 
particular problems. DEC really ought to support "reme~bering" with a 
feature like this but until they do this program gets the job done. - RH 

Price codes: Listing and writeup - 001, Binary paper ta~e - F02. 

RSMON: RSTS terminal monitor on a PDP-8 - DECUS 8-873 
This program allows a POP8 with 12k to communicate with with a PD?-11 
RSTS/E time5C1~ring system as a terminal and to access the OS/8 
environment. w.4 itten for KL8 type interfaces on the 8. The PDR: and 
PDP: handlers mentioned below are required. It is n~t c~ear if they are 
included under this order number or if they must be ordered separately 
under their 0wn number. 
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Price codes: Listing and write-up - 001, Source paper tape - G02. See 
note with next item. 

PDP & PDR: Serial I/O handlers for interprocessor communications 
OECUS 8-814 

Device handlers for use on an~ OS/8 system with 2 KLBe type serial 
interface to do ASCII I/O. 

Price code: Source code and write up on paper tape - G06. (Not~: I am 
working on adding hard copy listings and a DECtape with both these items 
on it to the library.) 

GAHE: VT-52 or VT-78 Pattern Game - DECUS 8-818 
An enhanced version of a popular TV pattern game. Creates a pattern of 
light that evolves as it runs. Pattern editing keys and built-in 
instructional displays. 

Price codes: No write up, Binary paper tape - F02, DECtape - H12, Floppy 
disk - K09 

MTFOTP and TH8EZ - DEr.US 8-819 
Magtape FOTP and THBEZ handler for the TM-8e Magtape. See writeup 
elsewere in this issue. 

Price codes: write up - A01, DECtape - H12 

RK8ESTORE: Data Acquisition and Storage Subroutines - DECUS !2-211 
"RK8ESTORE is comprised of a set of subroutines callable from FORTRAN 
IV. Subroutine DATSTO performs continuous single channel A-D conversion 
with subsequent storage of digitized data on an RK8e disc system. 
Digitization rates in excess of 10kHz ar~ possible and the number of 
samples which may be taken is limited only by disc siLe. Subroutine 
DATGET retrieves the data from disc and returns it to the calling 
FORTRAN program. Although PDP-12 automatic priority interrupt hardware 
has been employed, it should b~ possible to use the normal interrupt 
system with a slight decrease in maximum s~mpling rate." A minimum of 
16k is required and EAE and API hardware. 

Price codes: Writeup and listing - 001, Sources on paper tape - G06 

LTFRMT: LINCtape Formatter - 12-212 
A significantly enhanced replacement for all current versions of MARK12 
that can be used under either DIAL or OS/8. Formats provided are the 
standard 1, 8, P, and X; plus the addition of a new Q option allowing 
operator choice of both the number of blocks and the words per block. 
Under OS/8 you can also: Zero directories and set up the DECsystem-8 
parameter block with automatic volume number sequencing if desired. The 
program must be assembled with PAL12. 

Pric~ codes: Write up - A01, OS/8 LINCtape - Jll. 

QCHESS: Quigley's Algebraic Chess Program - 8ASIC8-104 
QCHESS is a Chess game writ,en in BASIC that uses an algorithmic model 
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YORK2: Two Error Linear Regression with Correlated Errors - BASICR-l05 
A linear regression program that allows for errors in both X an Y and 
pcsitive and negative correlation of the X and Y errors. The 
mathematics are identical to FOCALB-315. Requires at least 12k of 
memory. 

Price codes: Write up and listing - 001, Source pa~er tape - G02 

HOW TO WRITE TWO-PAGE SYSTEM HANDLERS FOR OS/8 

The following is from an advance copy of material for DIGITAL SOFTWARE 
NEWS provided by David Spector. I have added some additional 
clarifications provided by Stan Rabinowitz. 

This tutorial explains how to write two-page system handlers for OS/8 
for those rare occasions when a device handler cannot be written to fit 
in one page. 

The remainder of this discussion will use t~e term "handler" to refer 
only to two-page system handlers. 

Such a handler has code and/or variables in the last page of fields 0 
and 2. The last page of field 1, it will be recalled, contains resident 
monitor table3. 

All DIGITAL-supplied handlers have a or.e-Ietter version designation, 
starting with "A". The version letter, truncated to 6 bits, must be 
stored in (or immediately preceding) eac~ entry point. (i.e. The 
algorithm for determining the version of a handler is to start at the 
entry point of interest and scan back towards lower addresses until a 
location is found that contains a value less than 40 octal. This allows 
handling the type of multiple entry points used in handlers like the one 
for TCOa DECtap~. RH) One entry point must be called "SYS"; any other 
names or entry points are termed "coresident with SYS". All entry 
points must be located in the first page (in field 0). All unused 
location: ~ithin the handler portions vf each page must contain zeros. 
(This is actually more of a good practice than an absolute requirement. 
BUILD discards anything that would go in 0764~-07717 and 21774-2717~ It 
is believed that 07600-07606 is handled the same way but to be safe all 
these locations should be zeroed as documented. RH) 

Your handler must contain the following itp.ms: 

1. *0 

2. -n 

(This tells BUILD that a header block is 
starting.) 

(Where n is the number of device names = entry 
points.) 
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3. DEVICE xxxx 

4. DEVICE SYS 

5. 4xxp 

6. SYS&177+6000 

7. 0 

8. xxxx 

(Where xxxx is the "group name" of your handler; 
xxxx should also be the file name: xxxx.8N) 
(Actually the file naming convention usually 
used by DEC is xxxxSY.BN for system handlers and 
xx~xNS.BN for non-system handlers. RH) 

(Device name) 

(Where xx is a "device type" of your handler, 
used by PIP to ZERO the device directory, and p 
is the number of platters or other indication of 
device size. If the device has only one size, 
p=O.) (i.e. if p is defined equal to 0 it is 
taken by BUILD as equal to 1. RH) 

(entry point address offset) 

(where xxxx is the octal number of blocks = size 
of your device.) (In the case of multi-platter 
~evices this is the size of one platter only. 
The value of p from item 5 is used to multiply 
xxxx to determine the total size of the device. 
This value is us~d to establish the size of the 
free space if you answer yes to the question 
about zeroing the new system device when you 
BOOT it at the end of BUILD. RH) 

9. Repeat items 3 thru 8 for each entry point = device name, 
changing item 4 for each name, and changing ite~ 6 for each 
entry p~int (use 5000 instead of 6000). 

10. -n 

11. RELOC x 

(Where n is the number of words in your 
secondary bootstrap routine.) 

(Where x is the first location of your secondary 
bootstrap when it is in memory.) 

12. Your secondary bootstrap code (see below). NOTE: This code must 
not contain origin statements. 

13. RELOC 

14. *200 

15. RELOC 7600 
ZBLOCK 7 

16. SYS, VERSION 

(This tells BUILD to start the first page of the 
handler.) 

(Contains monitor code.) 

(Entry point for SYS must be at 7607.) 

11. The first page of your handler may occupy locations 7607 through 
7743. Locations 7144-7177 are used by the monitor. 
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(This tells BUILD to start t~e second page of 
the handler.) 

19. RELOC 1600 

20c The second page of your handler may occupy locations 7600 
through 7773. Locations 7774-7777 must be reserved for use by 
BATCH. 

These 20 items, in order, comprise the handler code. 

Bootstrapping (starting up the monitor) involves the following steps: 

1. The primary bootstrap code (loaded from the console switches, 
Read-OnlY-Memory, BOOT.SY, or other method) reads at least the 
first half of OS/8 Block 0 (one page) from your cevice into 
memory, at any desired location. This page will contain your 
secondary bootstrap code. 

2. The secondary bootstrap reads the second half of Block 0 into 
the last page of field o. 

3. The secondary bootstrap reads the first half of Block 66 (octal) 
into the last page of field 1. 

4. The secondary bootstrap reads the second half of Block 66 
(octal) into the last page of field 2. 

5. The secondary bootstrap jumps to location 07605. 

Your handler must obey the following restrictions: 

1. Location 1612 of the first page must contain a 3. This is a 
flag to 05/8 that this is a two-page handler. (This has been 
established as the standard indicator of a two page system 
handler for the future. All programs should use this flag if 
they need to determine whether the system handler occupies one 
or two pages. In future releases at least HACREL, FRTS, and 
BRTS will use this flag. RH) 

2. Location 1642 of the first page must contain either ClF 20, CDF 
20, or ClF CDF 20. This is used by FRTS when relocating the 
second page to or from the highe~t memory field. This is a 
temporary restriction. (The current released versions of FRTS 
and BRTS look at several explici~ locations in the field zero 
page of the system handler and they alter those locations to 
move the second page to an alternate field. Patches will be 
r~leased soon that will eliminate explicit references in the V3D 
releases except for the one to this location. Therefore, 
handlers that conform to this requirement should work with the 
patched versions of the currently released software. The 
explicit locations previously referenced were the ones in the 
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TDSe handler because that was the only one DEC had to support. 
RH) 

3. If you have any "once-only" code, it must appear only in the 
first page, since BUILD restores only the first page when 
building the monitor. (When you do a BOOT to finish BUILDing a 
system, BUILD swaps a copy of the system device handler you have 
designated for the object system device into 07600-01777 and 
27600-27777. It then uses that handler to write out copies of 
all the system head blocks, handlers and, if requested, a zero 
directory on the object device. When this is done, the first 
write to the new SYS: will cause any initialization code in SIS: 
to be executed so the copy of the handler in 07600 and 27600 m3Y 
be altered from the virgin state. When it comes time to write 
out the system handler itself, therefore, a fresh copy of the 
07600 page is taken from BUILD's buffers but the 21600 page is 
taken from the initialized ver~ion. Note also that the 
secondary bootstrap is not executed during the initialization so 
it should not contain anything that would keep the above 
operations from working. RH) 

4. There m~st be no instructions of the form 62nx, where n>O and x 
is anything, in the second page or from 7607 through 7634 in the 
first page. This refers to CIF 20, CDF 20, and CIF CDF 20. 

5. All desired instructions of the form 62nx in the first pag~ must 
appear only in locations 7635-7743. 

6. No constants (non-instructions) of the form 62nx are allowed in 
locat~ons 7635-7743 of the first page. 

7. Restrictions 4,5 and 6 are to be ignored in the case of 
instructions and constants which are used once only. (r~ce-~nly 
code is not executed on succesive calls to the handler oncp, it 
is resident.) 

(Notes: The conventions outlined in 4, 5, and 6 are to conform to the 
future design for OS/S. BASIC's BRTS, FORTRAN IV's FRTS and perhaps 
some future programs need to establish as large as possible a contiguous 
address space. The usual procedure is to move the top of field 1 
(17600-17774 - the USR tables, etc.) to some convenient, out of the way 
place, if the system handler is a two page handler, the second page is 
moved from 27600-21174 to 7600 of the highest available field and the 
CDF 20, elF 20 and eDF CIF 20 instructions in the first page are patched 
to refer to the new field, and a patch is installed in locations 
01600-07606 so that any attempt to exit or branch to the monitor will be 
trapped to a short routine in the program that restores the system to 
its normal state before actually exiting to the monitor. In the past, 
as noted above, the moving of the second page of the system handler was 
done in an ad-hoc manner critically dependent on absolute locations in 
the TDSe handler. Now that DEC is generalizing the procedure, these new 
conventions have been establi~hed. Apparently the relocation procedure 
will be simply to recognize the presence of a two page handler from the 
3 in 01612 then to scan over locations 01635-01143 looking for 
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instructions of the form 62nx. These locations will be patched to 62fx 
where f is the highest available field to which the second page of the 
handler is then moved. Note that for best results only 27600-27774 
should be moved to avoid destroying the BATCH words in f7775-f7777 so 
that if the program is used under BATCH it will not wipe it out. As I 
understand it, this convention is n~t nessessarily implemented in the 
V3D releases but it will be in future releases so handlers written now 
should be designed to work with it. RH) 

PATCH FOR TWO PAGE SYSTEM HANDLERS 

Ian Templeton sent a copy of an SPR he has submitted to DEC. On a 32k 
PDP/8e system with a Sykes Floppy Disk as the system device he found 
that the following patch is mandatory for ~wo page system handlers: 

.GET SYS SET 

.ODT 
713/0000 66 
725/0000 66 
-C 
.SAVE SYS SET 

Without this patch he says that SET SYS INIT will not work, and the 
system bootstrap may be corrupted. 

FUTIL PATCHES 

The following is from an advance copy of material for the DIGITAL 
SOFTWARE NEWS provided by David Spector. 

This patch upgrades FUTIL V7A to V7B. It corrects the following 
problems: 

1. Typing CTRL/U crashes fUTIL if the current partially typed line 
contain~ a semicolon. 

2. Overlay mapping (in SAVE mode) is not done correctly. 

PATCH: 

.GET SYS FUTIL 

.ODT 
310/3523 3536 
333/1523 1536 
3342/3357 3362 
3343/1357 1362 
3351/1361 1357 
3354/2357 2362 
12520/0100 0200 
"c 
.SAVE SYS FUTIL 
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I recently submitted an SPR (8-2471) regarding a couple of old bugs in 
DTFRHT, the TC08 type DECtape formatting program. On my 32k PDP/8-1 a 
control-C causes the "SYSTEM ERR" message to be printed, then an exit to 
OS/8 which overprints the message rather than starting on a new line. 
Also, after formatting a tape, I find that location 07717 has been 
changed. This causes the date to be wrong (under V3D) and does other bad 
things depending on which bits have been changed. 

On the first problem, DEC could not reproduce the problem but they 
suggested patching the CAF at 00300 to a NOP (7000). I tried it and it 
worked. The only problem left is that no "-C" is printed now. On the 
second, more important bug, DEC provided the following patch which seems 
to work fine. I noticed that the patch they provided includes an update 
of the version from V4A to V~B so I assume this patch will be published . 

. GET SYS DTFRHT 

.ODT 
1163/1132 1765 
1010/6401 6402 
AC 
SAVE SYS DTFRHT 

Incidentlly, the total turn-around time to service this SPR from the 
date the report was typed and mailed from here until the answer arrived 
here was just 32 days. Considering that DTFRHT is an old, obscure CUSP 
that must have a low priority for maintenance, I think the response 
shows a clear improvment in 12 bit SPR servicing. Thanks and keep up 
the good work DEC. 

MORE ON PATCHING ~3C DATES 

Frieaemann arauer writes as follows: 
"We have definitely decided not to buy OS/8 V3Dj instead we've solved 
the date problem as follows. CCL was modified to (print - rh) '78, 
allowing for a patch every 8 years. Second, it chains to 'DATE.SV' if 
the date word equals zero. This is a FORTRAN II program, asking for the 
date and calling the SABR subroutine SETDAT, which sets up the date word 
and the extension bits. (The new version of 'DIRECT V5' in DECUS will 
allow him to print the new dates in directories as well as giving him 
other features. - rh) A FORTRAN :V patch for the listing d~tes is: 

.GET SYS PASS3 

.ODT 
5611 6760 6770 
AC 
.SAVE SYS PASS3 

How about fixes for RALF, PAL8 and 12, and CREF?" 

Listings of DATE.FT anr. SETDAT.SB and a SRCCOM listing of hi~ patches to 
CeL are attached further on in the Newsletter. 
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QUODATA (EDUCOHP) recently sent me information on the announcment of a 
new product based on the DECstation 18 called the QDP78. You get a 
DECstation 78 with dual floppy disc, i6k PDP8, etc. and an LA35 for hard 
copy plus the OS/78 version of 05/8 complete with FORTRAN IV and BASIC. 
What distinguishes the QDP78 is that you also get QUODATA's QBOL and 
SORT/8 software. QBOL is a business criented language almost identical 
to DEC's DIdOL but it runs in an 05118 environment rather than COS 308. 
SORT/8 is a s0rt that runs in the 05118 environment which has provisions 
for both 05/8 style files and QBOL files which are packed differently. 
The documentation for the sort makes it sound attractive. It is a key 
sort so that it minimizes the s~ratch storage needed which can be an 
important consideration on media with limited space such as floppy 
disks. The interface between QBOL and its file format and the rest of 
OS/8 is not as well developed as I would like, but overall the idea that 
a varie~t of DIBOL is available for the 05/8 environment is very 
interesting. The really nice aspect of the QDP18 is that you get the 
entire hardware - software package including QBOL and SORT/8 for about 
the same price DEC charges for just the hardware and 05/78. There might 
also be some advantages in the area of more personalized and responsive 
marketing, account servicing and delivery. For further information 
contact Richard L. Prendergast at 196 Trumbull Str~et, Hartford, 
Connecticut 06103 (203) 728-6177. 

REAL TIME EXTENSIONS FOR U/W FOCAL 

Dan Smith has been working on an extension for UIW FOCAL that he calls 
FOCLOK. The purpose of Dan's work is to provide a facility for 
dynamically loading, starting, terminating and communicating with an 
arbitrary number of page-wise relocatable assembly language modules 
which can be executed at each clock tick. 

The modules are written in PAL8 (or PAL12) following certain 
conventions. The user must be sure the conventions are followed and 
that the modules are page-relocatable. Modules are not restricted to a 
single page and features are provided to simplify cross page 
communications. 

The modules are assembled independently of FOCAL. At run time, the 
FOCAL program can dynamically allocate space in core and load modules 
into it. Once space has been allocated for a module, it cannot be 
recovered even though the module is deactivated (i.e. there is no way to 
"unload" a module execpt to reload FOCAL). 

Each module can contain one or more tasks. When in!tially loaded, tasks 
are placed on an inactive list; they can be dynamic~lly activated and 
deactivated under program control. 

The clock rate is set in the usual way via the U/W FOCAL "Hesitate" 
command. On each tick of the clock, all active tasks are executed once. 
The order in which the tasks are called each timG i3 determined by their 
priority which is originally determined at assembly time but may be 
altered at run time. 
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The package includes ~everal instructions added to U/W FOCAL via the "@" 
command to implement fetch, start, kill, wait and list status of tasks. 
An FTSK function provides the various forms of communication between the 
tasks, FOCLOK, and the main FOCAL program such as passing data back and 
forth, checking and modifying priorities and checking on the 
active/inactive status of a task. 

Presently this work is in a state of flux with very active development 
of new features and concepts. Dan is interested in input from others. 
Because it is a patch to the internals of U/W fOCAL it will only be 
useful to others who have that version of FOCAL for the foreseeable 
future and for the moment it is only configcred for Dan's 32k PDP-12. 
Others with an 8 or 12 and at least 20k could adapt it fairly easily. 
Dan feels it is at the experimentation stage rather than being a full 
fledged tool ready to go. If you are interested, the address is: Eye 
Research Institute, 20 Staniford Street, Boston, Mass. 02114 
(611) 142-3140. 

RESTORING /E,/f AND /L TO V3D PIP 

Jim -an Zee sent the following note. 
"Avi' fans of OS/8 PIP may have noticed that the V3D release is missing 
a few favorite features: IEIF & fL. I don't suppose that these options 
will be badly missed since DIRECT is clearly a superior program for 
listing (i.e. directories of - rh) one's files, but I have always found 
PIP useful for short listings, especially when one is altern~ting 
between listings, deletions and sq~ishes in order to create c hole big 
enough for some monster output file." 

"At any rate I have whipped together a little patch ~hich restores this 
feature which I will gladly distribute to anyone else who might like to 
have it. I fixed the dates to observe the new date algorithm and also 
arranged them so they all line up. At the moment only numeric dates are 
printed, but someone with a bigger interest in the project could easily 
add the alpha-numeric format. My incentive to carry the project beyond 
this point is partly limited by the fact that I have a little program 
for restoring directories from a PIP /E listing with the old-style 
dates. " 

(Note: I have always wished that some one would write a patch for fOTP 
that would give a directory listing capability because FOTP is so much 
nicer for doing the moves, deletes, and so on. On slower system devices 
like DECtape and maybe floppys this would give definitely faster file 
maintenance than alternating between PIP or FOTP and ~IRECT. It would 
even be faster than Jim's patched PIP due to minimization of directory 
accesses, wj~d card file spec~fications and the ~bility to say things 
like "delete all files on devl: that appear on 1ev2:". RH) 

INPUTS FROM BRIAN CONVERSE 

This material relates to newsletter issue 26, which was received after 
the enclosed document (see attatched discussion of FPP use later in this 
issue - RH) was produced. I'm not happy about the basic FPP-12 
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documentation, given my adventure with ALN. Certain ~lagging questions 
occur every time I look up an instruction. The documentation is correct 
and logical; it's not very reassuring! Another item on the FPP-12 
simulator wish list is a new mode: single-word, entered via STARTS. 
This would please Dan Smith (whose FORTRAN IV QUIZ was a real riot) 
except that FORTRAN IV would need rewriti~g •.• it'd sure make me happy. 

Kudos to 12-bit short notes and Bill Lennon. Microfiche is VERY neat IF 
you have a reader. Otherwise, it's a pain. I have a reader and want 
everything on fiche, but have no wish to ram it down other people's 
throats; telling somebody he can go to the library to read his 
newsletter is a cop-out. The first order of business is to see how many 
have fiche reader, or access to one, and how many want fiche. Note that 
the PDP-11 DECUS catalog went onto a single fiche and you can bet that 
isn't the case for the PDP-8! Part of the fun of the 11 fiche was 
roaring around thru the entire catalog without having to "page". It 
will be interesting to see if user-DEC cooperation can gel before aS/8x 
does. Hopefully, some way can be found to let the earlier 8s and the 
PDP-12, as well as the IntersillHarris IM6100 (how about some more 
powerful support chips?) hang in there as was done with FORTRAN IV for 
non-FPP machines. One good sign would be for DEC to ask current OS/8 
users what the major problems with OS/8 are (not that they aren't 
well-known) and go about making the new version consistent and then 
consider fancy new features. It's sad that the 12-bit SIG is so small
perhaps all of us readers can contribute by seeking out other PDP-8 
users who would benefit as 12-bit SIG members. 

Addendum: 
The ability to make INSI labeled OS/8 magtapes, as presented by Mike 
Kelley brings up the exciting possjbility that users with magtape drives 
might be able to get most of the DECUS OS/8 library in the future 
(should they have or get RTS-8) on a single magtape. The DECUS end of 
things might be improved as well since at least the OS/8 portion of the 
library could be manipulated on PDP-11s or PDP-las. 

As far as comments, it is unpleasant to see such fine software require 
still another DEC software package when we are still reeling from the 
likes of V3C & V3D! The logic used to justify Northwestern's choice is 
impeccable, but as with Peter Lemkin's magtape package, our installation 
would have to buy hardware; additionally, we'd now have to get more 
software. Undoubtedly, RTS-8 is going to become more and more 
important, it's just not time for the switch at this installation. 
Further, to run OS/8 under RTS-8, a PDP-12 needs the special timeshare 
hardware. We happen to have 10K of memory; the other useful-looking 
magtape package is written in FORTRAN II and requires 28K ... This is 
really sort of wistful thinking: it'd be nicer lf the Northwestern 
package used less core and didn't require RIS-8; g~ven the possibilities 
of the software as described in their excell~nt abstract, it is 
imp( sible to fault the implementation chosen. 
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INDUSTRIAL BASIC PATHES 

Michael E. Mazzoni has written with the following offer: 
"For those who are interested in the enhancements to Industrial Basic I 
have been writing about, I have prepared a DECtape wi~~ dil the 
enhancements in sorce foro .... The software is available for a fee of 
$20 to cover cost of DECtape, postage, and handling. n 

The following is a summary of the list of patches: 

MULTI 
CORSIZ 
CHAIN 
STRLEN 
DATE 
ZERUDC 
2NDTTY 
DK8EP 
PWRF8A 
PWRFEP 
PWRFEC 
BIGLIN 
UDC 
ZH1105 
PNT 
MESSAG 
BITSET 
TABLE 

Co~rects a multiple statement/line with terminal input problem 
Corrects s~ftware core size bug 
Change to loader to implement chain to .SV file instead of BASIC 
Corrects a string length error message problem 
Set OS/8 date word 
Turns of~ UDC outputs when exiting INBRTS 
Allows string input/output on 2nd TTY 
Use DK8-EP clock instead of DK8-EC 
Power fail/instant restart for PDP-8/A clock 
Power fail/instant restart for DK8-EP programmable clock 
Power fail/instant restart for DK8-EC crystal clock 
Type out more than 12 characters per line 
Replaces UDC with M-1105 outputs and DR8-ED inputs 
Turns off H-1105 outputs when exiting INBRTS 
Allows PNT(X) to prirat 8 bit ASCII instead of 1 bit 
Prints message af~er a power failure 
Sets Digital Output 13 on when power fails 
Cross field symbol referencing for CREF 

The address is Process Control Systems, 18130 S. Thcrnapple Lane, New 
Berlin, Wisconsin 53151 (4·14) 782-3945. 
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Industry compatible magnetic tape remains the most widely supported 
and cost efficient means for storing large data bases. Although 
character codes and record length often vary, 9-track tapes written on 
one computer can generally be read on any other computer equiped for 
9-track tape. In order to use DEC's TM8E controller and 9-track TU-10 
drive, it is essential that rather extensive software changes be made in 
order to write tapes that can be efficiently referenced on the PDP-8 and 
which are compatible with other computers (including other DEC 
computers). This writeup describes some of the hardware/software 
deficiencies of DEC's TM8E/TU-l0 hardware and accompanying software, and 
describes the use of the MTFOTP program and TM8EZ handler written to 
circumvent these deficiencies. 

The TH8E allows the user to write on 9-track tape in either of two 
modes: "Core-dump" mode which essentially treats the 9-track tape as if 
it were 7-track, and "9-track" mode which only writes the eight 
right-most bits from each twelve bit word. The latter mode does not 
allow conventional OS/8 buffers to be written, and then read without the 
loss cf one-third of the characters in the buffer! The former produces 
tapes which cannot be read on ~ther 7- or 9-track dri~es because 
9-tracks are actually written, but without inoustry compatible parity 
and CRe information. Thus, da~a written on such a system is retrievable 
only by a PDP-8 and cannot be read by a different computer for analysis. 
In addition, MCPIP and PIP, the only OS/8 programs that are reasonably 
designed to reference magnetic tape, are extremely awkward to u~e. They 
require extensive tape motion to keep track of what is on a tape 
(HCPIP), or demand the user assume total responsibility for keeping 
track of what data is where (PIP). CAMP only allows for positioning of 
the magnetic tape and does not transfer information. 

We have solved these difficulties as follows: 

I. TH8EZ magnetic tape handler. 

A new handler was written which uses the calling sequences as 
documented in the OS/8 Software Support Handbook, and reads and writes 
standard OS/8 buffers. However, because the TH8E hardware will not 
write standard OS/8 buffers in 9-track mode, it is necessary that the 
handler reformat the data into a form com~atible with the hardware. 
(Standard buffers can be written in "core-dump" mode but then tapes 
cannot be read on industry compatible drives.) This requires that (1) 
more than two pages of cooe are necessary for the handler and (2) an 
additional buffer is necessary between the 0S/8 buffer and the magnetic 
tape. This additional code is stored in system block 66 (the block u~~d 
for the extende~ rD8E handler) and executed in the first two pages of 
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the field defined in the sou~ce file. The bulk ~f the remainder of this 
same field is then used as buffer area. In ge~eral, the highest 
available field of core is dedicated to this purpose with programs that 
use the TH8EZ handler. System block 66 is loaded ry the program TM8ESU, 
which may be run explicitly, or which will be run automatically the 
first time TH8EZ is called following rebuilding (not rebooting) of the 
system. TH8El is loaded with BUILD in exactly the same manner as any 
other handler. 

The TM8EZ handler is cnly necessary if the user wants to write 
machine ir.dependent 9-track ~agnetic tapes. Other~ise DEC's TM8E 
handler is sufficient. Note that a hardware "bug" makes it impossible 
to read or write locati~n C of field 7 with either handler without 
generating an ~rror. (This is because the EMA-1 increment error is not 
gated with the EHA-7 increment ()&1able bit.) To implement the TH8El 
handler, in the file TM8ESU.PA, s~t ~YFLD=<the field for the extended 
handler and buffer>, then corepile, load and save TM8ESU.SV. In the file 
T~8EZ.PA, set XFIELD=(same field as MYFLD>, compile, then using BUILD, 
load TH8El and insert TM8X,MTAO. 

Use of the TM8El handler produces default records of 384 eight bit 
bytes (256 12 b:t words or one aS/8 blcck), each frame being decoded 
from the twelve bit PDP-8 words accordi~g to OS/8 ASCII convention. 

II. MTFOTP (Mag-Tape-File-Oriented-Tran~fer-Program) 

MTFOTP is a modl.ficaticn to DEC·s FOT? which treats magneti~ tape 
(M:AO: only) as a special directory oriented device while at the same 
time retaining other fJTP functions. Indeed, by using the name FOTP.SV 
for MTFOTP.SV, CCL commands equiv~lent to those used to ~opy to and from 
other directory devices may also refer~nce ~agnetic tape. Four 
additior.al features have been added for conv~nienc€ in using magnetic 
tape, and are invoked using the appropriate option ~witches: 

IP -- Causes the mag-tape to be positior.ed before the fii'St record 
of the specified file. The file enn th~n be read by any 
program as if it came from a nor.~file structured device. 

IS -- Use a sub-file directory on the mag-tape. 
On output, the output file name (or the first input 

file name if no output name is given) id the onli entry made 
in the main mag-tape directory. ~ll in~ut file~ (wildcards 
a r· e leg a I) are cop i e dan d the i rna m 6;3 CI ~ • E:. en t e ,4 e din t: () a 
"sub-file directory". 

On input from mag-tape, if a IS is specified, the first 
input file name is the name of the sub-file directory and is 
not transferred. The remaining input files are transf~rred 
from this sub-file. If no second file is specified, *.* is 
assumed and all files in the sub-file are transferred. 

This feature allows similar files to be grouped 
together and referenced with a single name. It also allows 
a mechanism to circumvent the OS/8 max~mum file limit. 
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IZ -- Zero the mag-tape directory. Note that MTAO: must be the 
output device. Input files are ignored. ~ zero dIrectory 
mu~t exist before any files can be tran~ferred. 

=nn - This option transferr;; nn fil~3 begin~ing with the first 
file in the inp~t list if input is from mag-tape. 
Subsequent files are those in sequential order immediately 
f~llowing the specified file. 

HTFOTP r~quires 12K or core. It will work with DEC's TM8E handler 
if the nafidler is placEd in file mode (use SET). For a 7-track TU-10, 
the DEC supplied TH8E handler m~st be used. If the TH8EZ handler is 
u~ed, an additional fi~:a i~ required and TH8EZ and TH8ESU must be 
assembled accordingly. As supplied, TM~~Z and TMBESU will use field 3. 
The following ~ommands show an example of how to backup device DSK; on 
mag-tape sub-file BACK.01: 

COpy HTAO:</Z iFirst zero th~ taoe's directory if necessary. 
Note that this is a different tec~nique than 
for zeroing directories on other devices. 

COPY MT~U:BACK.01<DSK:*.·!S 

:0 restvr~ the device, use the ~ommand: 

COpy DSK=<HTAO:BACK.01/S 

When ~sing HTFOTP on magnetic tape, the first file en the tape is 
essenti~lly a dump of an OS / 8 directory with an extra padding record to 
protect the file mark. The length of every file (except sub-files) is 
exactJy one "block" so that the "start bI0~kt' of ~ file is really the 
file number. Sub-files are N+1 files long where N is the numbp.r of 
files in the sub-file and the additional file is for the sub-file 
dir~ctory. Sub-files a~d suo-file directories cannot be changed once 
they are written. 

III. DIROVL directory overlay for mag-~ape 

DIROVL is an overlay to DEe's·DIp.ECT program which allows it to 
aec~ss di'·ecto~i~s on magnetic tapes and 0utput the directories ~~ the 
same format as for other file-oriented devices. The eCL com~and 

DIR HTAU: 

will produce a listing of a magnetic tape's directorj. The ccmmand 

Dlh ~TAO~~sfd nam~>/S 

will produce a listing of a sub-fi- ~ dlrectory from the mag-tape. The 
I~ option cannot be used with IS. 
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Dear Bob 

Hereby some material for the ne~sletter. In Apr11 w~ are 
going to try to star~ an local users groJp in UK for the 12bit SIG. At 
the same time we ~ going to start a EUROPE wiae group project to 
create support material for MACREL and I'll try to stlDlllarize our present 
thoughts about this project. 

I sincerely nope that anyone that has any thoughts on the 
subject will let me know so we can incorporate their ideas into the 
work. 

As I can see now we need three support modules for HACREL: 

1) A ratheJ~ simple librarian. I definetly think such - a 
program is nessicary to utilise the library feature of MACREL. It 
should at a miniJllimum be able to: 
List the external reference points in a libra~y. 
Add to ,remove from and change modules in the library. 
rewriting the library in most cases it will entail a 
rather slow but try working with a !ibrary that starts 
modules and you see what I mean. 

As this means 
lot of io and be 
reaching 30-40 

2)A library of subroutines to perform commonly used 
fun~tions (typing strings on the console e.g.). We have a good 
tradition to stand on in the PDPS Cookbook a1ready in the libra~y. 
Sevei~al questions come to mind when discussing this. Some of my 
thoughts are set dow:£ here ip an ustructurec way ,c~itisism is wellcome: 

l)How should the field question& be handleded? MY 
opinion is that the best usage of the library is in fast not 
too well strur,tured programs were core and overhead ~s not too 
much a question ,and that for maxim2~ly efficient programs one 
will have to do more detaiJed programming. If this is so then 
all rutines snould be crossfield callable. 

2)There must be no backward references in the 
library. 

3)To be unique I propose the following scheme of 
naming of external names: 

A)All user callable entry points start with • and users 
should never u~e such names in their programs. 
B)Section naQes start with .$ and a entrypoint .abcde 
normally recides in section .$abcd. The exeption is when 
sev ~ral entry points are in the ... me se(", ion when only une 
ent.ry point can correspond to the sect" rame. 
C)Other external names in the library stRrt with •. 
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4)The library is supplied in wellcommented source 
Corm (of course) with a small page documentatio~ for each 

module(see appendix). However to s~plify ~andling the Cile 
begins with a TECO macro that seperates the file into seperate 
modules and creates a batch file to build the library. as not 
all have TECO and BATCH the distribution media also contrains 
the ready to run library (+librarian) 

3)The third support component is a macro library. The same 
general rules as to names apply here to but all symbols generated inline 
are local symbols so the user can if he wishes u~e local symbol blocks. 
Any macro tbGt:. need a temporary location must. be able !2. take the 
location Crom the argument list ie iC a given macro nOrDl':tlly is called 
with: 
.HACRO A,B 
Calling it instead with~ 
... .ACRO A,B, TEMP 
Will make it use TEMP instead of generating a np.w temp location. Temp 
locations nes~isary and not passed by the user will be generated inline 
e.g. 
SKP 
TEMP, o 

The macro library will also te supplied as a wellcOLmented 
source but with a pre-amble macro to delete all comments (believe me 
when MACREL scans a DECKTAPE library 10t.h time you wish it was half as 
long !) 

well do I hear any comments ? 

Some not MACREL related notesw 

I rec~ived a note from George Vel~ at Manchester on a 
mic:roprocessor emulatior. systelr that runs cn a PDP8. I have iooked at 
the documentation and it looks quite nice. I enclose his note and I 
think you can include is it ie. 

I enclose ~he call that the European steering committe for 
the SIG sent out. Please reprint if you have room. And let me at the 
same time extend a hearty wellcome to any POP8 users in USA to come and 
see us i~ Europe. If you come to this part of the word do contact me or 
Earnst. (Earnst will by the way come to the Chicago meeting to help to 
broaden the contacts between our SIGS.) 

I sent some time ago 2 pieces of material to people at 
Maynard and as I hav~ not heard any reaction from there I shall have to 
push on them by sneakinc in a notice here. 
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To Gary Cole I sent a tape containing full support for the 
VT55 in PDP8 FIV, using the high level calls in the as8 handbook. The 
reason I sent them to him and not to the library (they are ready for 
library distri~ution) is that they contain modif~ed versions of DEC 
copyright material and I think t:,a+ ... DEC have to ok it before they can be 
realeased. Please if you have ne~d for support for the VT55 under FlV, 
do not deluge me with req~sts for the material I can handle a rew 
requests but I have already had quite a few ,contact the PDP8 product 
line at Hay~ard and specially Gary Cole and ask them to release the 
~~terial to the DECUS library. 

I also sent to Chuck Connely a very preliminary draft of 
SOme thoQght on the revi3ion of the PDP8 DECUS library. I told him I 
would do no work on it until I hear-d from him so I have not done any. ! 
knew that my draft will cause discussion (thats the idea) but maybe we 
can get somewhere if we get started now. I shall not repeat my ideas in 
detail here but just summarise very shortly 

1)stop all rutinely support on programs that use non-current 
DEC hard ware and software. All such programs are IlDDped into 
one package and only made available as such (i do not mea~ 
genera- ·oose modifiable programs but things like special 
versio. ~ps for the 8k disc monitor). No new programs are 
acceptt::Q .&.&1 ~his class. 
2)Sort out as much junk as possible from the library,beth b~d 
programs and duplications. Haybe put them on one common media 
in :)ne package. 
3)Paper tape handling is very expencive but some programs are 
needed on paper tape(hobty type applications etc). Hake 
several paper tape packages containing all those programs that 
are of use to such installation. 
4)Continue ana press ahead with the work of collec~ing all 
other prog~ams into a few large p~ckages and make these 
available on as many media as is practical. 
I also enclosed a review of about 400 of the programs.(in very 
short note form) 

No~ some thought generated on reading the last 
newsletter I have seen (number 25) 

Page 12;the bat· handler can be used with FIV. 
There is a small 2 location patcn available,and i have 
published it in the newsletter. I~ this connection I have all 
the USER patches for FRTS for the new FlV release running (the 
error trap patch, the patch for USR and some other small ones, 
if you have any~rouble moving any of these from the previous 
FIV you can contat mee) 

Page 15;i ~m very interested in the pfile~ of mr 
Gardne~( if he reads this I hope he sends them to me I t3ve not 
had tine to wri te to him yet). However I do not ' ... :'lnk they 
supplant my approach to ~ith the mult handler ra~he~ they 
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compl ioen tit very nicely. The fine thing vi th the mul t 
handler isthat f!les do not have to be moved. I can have 
S-200( actually the most I do have is about 500) FORTRAN 
sources available and can compile any of the. by a simple 
assign vi thout IlOving the. I 
I also think that SRCC<»4 lists are 
doctBent .adlf'ications to DEC suf'tvare. 

about the best way to 

Well I really think tbats enough for nov. Best whishes to 
you all 

example macro library documentatation 
Name 
Purpose 
Usage 
Expands to 
Creates or adds to se~tions 
Calls binary (from maclib) 
Restrictions 

example KACHEL ~inary librnry documentation 
Section 
Entry points 
Purpvse(for all entry points) 
Size 
External rutines cailed 
Restriction(specially field d:o) 
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To all PDPS users 

A~ members of the Steering Committee of the PDPS Special Interest 

Group we would like to encourage you to participate in the next 

DE(US Europe Symposium,. as speaker, chainDan or training seminar 

instructor. 

Traditionally the annual Sy.posium provides good opportunity to talk 

to DEC management. exchange information and experience with otuer 

users and learn a lot ab~lt current and future syste.s. We feel that 

the PDP8 users have had especially fruitful sessions during the last 

symposia and we ~re pla~ing further i~rovement. 

For the 1918 symposium to be held in Copenhagen you may expect 

training seminars on MACHEL/LINKER (the new .acro- and relocatable 

a~sembler) and an introductory course on 05/78 - 05/8. Probably 

these will be 'user-for-user' seainars. which means high quality and 

low price. 

Topics for the symposium itself will most probably include user 

experience with HACKEL, with the VT78 (a microprocessor PDPS built 

into a VT 52 terminal), the new release of RTS8 (with 64K memory 

support?) and networking, both DECNET and others. Every effor~ will 

be made to install a nice complement of new hardware and software 

in the exposition room. Also, special sessions will be planned for 

OEM and Commercial users. 

However, you should realise that these plans can only become true 

if we have the cooperation of YOU, the PDP8 user. It is your 

experience, good or bad, we seek to communicate, they are your 

problems an~#.olutions that make these gatherings worthwhile. 

Please take the effort to condense your expertise in a cl~ar paper, 

voice your needs and be with us! 

Any remarks, ideas or suggestions are welcome to 

Lars Palmer Ernst Lopes Cardozo 

Hass Ie Phys iololY Lai,or.atory 

HOlndal 43130 

SWEDEN 

Vondellaan 24, Utrecht 

HOLLAliD 
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BOTE FRCII GEORGE H VJLE 

George sent a note and user handbook on an interactive K6800 simulation 
program he is marketing to PDP-8 users. The program simulates all K6BOO 
instructions and operates in a similar way to the firmllare MIKBUG plus 
extra features such as break-points, memory display and I/O via Keyboard/ 
printer. ~ trace~ode feature prints instruction, effective address, 
register state and cycle count for each instruction executed. Interrupts 
are simulated from the keyboard. 

More detai1 from Mr. G. H. Vale, Department of Mechanical Engineering, 
muST, PO BOX 88, Manchester, !f60 lQD, U.K. 

Hassle 
AS HAsale Subsidiary of Astra Pharmaceuticals AS 

Dear Bob 

Having just received newsletter no 26 I would like to add 
some remarks. 

Your refwence 

I dont think people know t~ there exists a very powerful reverse 
assembler from holland cQII~DCP.I use it myself a lot (i left disasm 
behind when i found DCP) I enclose the users documentation to the 24k version 
(there is also a smaller 16k version)note specially things like 
l)labels and literals are assigned autamatically (if possible)on first 
pass 
2)the s-sect is very powerful once argume~~ to a subrutine is known 

I appreciate very musch the problem of not being able to 
obtain backupp issues of the newsletter. I have all numbers and v~ry 
often go back in the older numbers. I think thaL being able to get 
them all C!l a set of microfish would be very useful. However I am 
sceptical to the newsletter only being on fiche I think bur compromise is 
the best pcssible combination of both worlds. 

tiest wishes 

Lars Palmer 

AB Hassle (m English l'iaesole) 
Fact< 
5-431 20 MOlNDAL 1 
Sweden 

Office and 'abordtorles 

Karragatan 5 
MOLNDAL 
Sweden 

Cabl. addre .. Telex 

(031)810120 AhhMssle Gothenburg 208 10 Haesslc S 
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By Jonathan Lockwood Phone: (385) 724-7542 M.S. 54-48 

SPRIRG SYKPOSION 
Plans for the Spring Syaposium are moving along. I have submitted 
abstr~cts tor tour sessions covering Micro-8 applications. The 
first session is a product panel on the DEC~tation-78 to be pre
sented by Gary Cole of DEC. Next I will present a paper that 
tries to explain the various options that are available for the 
DECstation by exploring a hypothetical application that uses all 
of these options. After this will be the paper about -Twenty 
Thousand Leagues under the sea with a Micro-8 computer-. It will 
be presented by Mark Hernandez and Gordon Williams of the Scripps 
Institution of Oceanography~ This paper discusses the develop
ment and use of a sy~tem that moritors ocean weat~er with acous
tic aeasure.ents. Finally there will be a 1 1/2 hour hardwar~ & 
software worksh~p for short paper~ and open discussion. If you 
would like to predent a short paper during this time please let 
me know. I will accept contributions up to the actual day of the 
meeting; no abstracts are required. 

MICRO-8 BARD1fARE 
In the last newsletter I mentioned that there were s~veral 41 
CMOS RAMS available. Now there are also 2K RAMS avaliable. 
These are a fallout from 4X's, ie. only half the memory matrix 
works. The: ~portance of the ZK RAMS is that they are more 
readily ave.able. The part numbers and relative pricing fol
~OWs! 

PART NUMBER ORGAtII ZATION PRICE (188'S~ 
8M65"8 lX X 1 $ Y 
8M65l3 512 X 4 2Y 
6M&514 & 6M6533 lK X 4 5Y 
8M6583 2K X 1 2Y 
6M&!>"4 !r HM&543 4X X 1 5Y 

I have developed an application note that utilizes these new RAMS 
in a J2X word memo~y system. This application note is attached 
for your informat~~n. 

Some of the future components that are being considered are 
various ROMs that contain commonly used routines. The design of 
a 4k x 12 ROM is underway and thus the attractiveness of a ROM as 
a standard component is increased. Some routines that are under 
consideration are: 1) a floating point package; 2) some type of 
real time executive; and 3) a standard monitor with a binary 
loader, ODT, and automatic bootstrap. No firm commitments have 
been made yet and thus any comments or suggestions regarding what 
direction to take would be greatly appreciated. 

DATE 2/28/78 MICRO-8 WORKING GROUP PAGE 1 
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~B: The following product description is only the hypothetical 
conjecture of the author. Any similarity to existing or planned 
systems is pure conincidence. It is intended to be used as a 
seed tor accademic discussions and posSibly as a foundation tor 
the next generation of systems. It is based on currently avail
able technOlogy and thus is feasible to build today. The primary 
concept that is used is distributed multiproceaors to achieve the 
effect of a large, multitasked operating system. 

DATE APRIL 1988 
ANNOUNC~NG THE NEW VAX-S/SHB 

with VT-8X and NANO-8 computers 

VAX-8/HHB is the new PDP-8 computer system with RTS-SX, a 
multi-user, multi-tasked operating system. VAX-8 is un
ique in 1tS system architechture in that is based on mul
tiple PDP-8's shar ing the overall processing tasks. The 
foremost of these is the SUPER-S computer consisting of a 
SOPER-S processor, l28k words of hi'Jh speed memory, and 
bulk core tor the mass storage unit. The processor itself 
utilizes a bit slice approach to emulate the instruction 
set and to prov1de a user micro-programable working store. 
It also utilizes a new floating point processor for sci
entitic calculations. This computer handles all input/ 
output operations via direct memory access. 

The mUlti-task1ng and overal system management is provided 
by the system controller subsystem. This subsystam like 
the other subsytems, consists of a NANO-8 computer to cen
trol the various devices within itself and to implement 
the various algorithms needed tor system management. The 
NANO-8 computer is a small module containg an LSI-8 micro
processor, 12k words of ROM, and 4k words of RAM. The 
system controller monitors and controls all data transfer 
between ttle 5UPER-S computer and the var ious other sub
systems. It also provides the function of interfacing to 
operator's terminal, a VT-H8, tor the VAX-B/881 system. 

Hard copy output control is provided by the line pr inter 
subsystem. It simul taneously manages up three letter 
quality printers, a graphics printer Ceq. Printronix), and 
a hlgh speed 11ne pr inter Ceg. a 9BB lpm Data Producto 
printer). When data is sent to this subsystem, it is 
buttered internally if the printers are not busy or it is 
spooled to the high speed disk. The spooling is initiated 
by this subsystem. 

DATE 2/28/7B MICRO-8 WORKING GROUP PAGE 2 
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Various types of devices can be controlled by the mass 
st~rage subsystem~. There is a low speed controller for 
such devices as floppy disks, DEC tape, or 3M style cart
ridges. The high speed controller is used tor 5 to JI" 
megabyte disks and for large reel magnetic tapes. The 
handlers tor the var ious devices are part of the NANO-8 
computer for each subsystem. In addition, the high speed 
controller has built in optimizing routines to minimize 
o·.,erall access time and large buffers to smooth out the 
data transters. One application of the low speed cont
roller would be a mass storage unit based on 3M cartridges 
in addressable carrousels. 

Communications to t.he VAX-8/888 system is handled by two 
subsystems, one tor asynchronous data and the other for 
synchronous protocols. The asynchronous subsystem, which 
can handle 8 tull duplex channels at speeds up to 19.2k 
baud, is used to communicate with the various VT-SX's that 
are the prime input devices tor the overall system. Sev
eral asynchronous subsystems can be the pr ime input dev
ices tor the overall system. Several asynchronous sub
systems can t,~ used wi thin each VAX-8/S88. Fully inde
pendent control tor three channels is provided by the syn
chronous subsystem. These channels can be used to inter
tace with an IBM-370, a PDP-IS, a packet data network, or 
other VAX-8/88B's. 

The VT-8X's is a family of devices used to input data to 
the system. The first of these is the VT-8B, a 16k word 
PDP-8 micro-computer that can be integrated into a user's 
special peripherlal or into a hard copy terminal such as a 
LA-36. The next device is the VT-82, an upgraded version 
of the VT-H8 with J2k words of memory, a hardware extended 
ar ithmetic unit, and bubble memory tC' store system pro
grams and to provide some mass storage capability. The 
VT-84 util izes the VT-82 in a VT-5~ style crt terminal. 
It includes two progamable ser lal ports, two plogramable 
parallel ports, and an electonic program module for auto
matic bootstraplng. With the addit10n of dual -double 
sided, double density- floppy disYs, which slide into a 
Slot provided tor them in the crt terminal, the VT-H4 is 
upgraded to a VT-S6. The final version it the VT-88, a 
VT-H6 w1th a bu.ld in, H0 cps thermal printer tor limited 
hard copy output. The VT-S8 is thus a complete, stand
alone computer with all the capability of parly PDP-S's in 
a package the same size as a VT-S2. 

DATE 2/28/78 MICRO-S WORKING GROUP PAGE :3 
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Dan Smith has been mentioning various microcomputers that utilize 
the HMblHI microprocessor. I would appreciate any teedback on 
the these systems, both good and bad, as well as a discription 
of the1r applications. In a tuture issue of this newsletter I 
will write up the results of this feedback. I have found an
other system to a~d to Dan's I1St. This is a model bbBI made by 
Adapative Systems, Inc., PO Box 1481, Pompano Beach, Florida 
j]161, (~15)-94~-4IBI. It is a briefcase style portable micro
computer with dual 48 key keyboards. 

05-78 AIID WPS-8 
I have just received a Word Station-78 that I will also run 05-78 
on. Since the Fall Symposium I have been work1ng on a conversion 
program that will ~~nvert word processing files to CS-78 files 
and V1ce-versa, but so tar have not had the time to finish this. 
Atter investigation, I found that there exists conversion rou
tines tor WPS-8 to and trom COS-jH8. Also wit~in COS-jI8 there 
are conversion routines to and from 05-78. There must exist, 
somewhere, conversion routines tor OS-78 to and from WPS-8. If 
anyone knows of these, please call me! 

81GB LEVEL LANGUAGES 
There is a need for a high level language that produces efficient 
ROM based code. After talki~g with Bob Bassinger, I learned that 
FORTRAr~ II has the potential for this. "'!",,_ first requirment is 
that the user's special peripheral interface can easily be in
tegrated into the the h:gh leval language. FORTRAN II allows you 
to code in SABR in line to achieve this. The next requirement is 
that the language ge~erates a final object file that needs no 
run time system to execute. FORTRAN II produces a save (.sv) 
file that could be made into a ROM pattern. One problem with the 
resulting code is that it needs to execute from RAM because the 
JMS instruction won't work in a ROM. Since MACR£L exists, I 
believe that FORTRAN II should be upgraded to take advantage of 
its improved linking loader and at the same time, the hooks for 
producing ROM based code be added. The problem with a run time 
system could be solved by putting it in a standard ROM that could 
be sold as a compor.ent. 

DATE 2/28/78 MICRO-8 WORKING GROUP PAGE 4 
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This application note examines one method of using the 8M6514 
(4K X 1) or the HM6583 (2K X 1) with the H~611e microprocessor. 
The design objective is to obtain an all CMOS, 32K word, micro
processor system that runs at 2.SMHz from a 5 volt power 8upply. 
Theoassumed temperature range for this evaluation is -48 to 
+85 C, and thus all the parts will be industrial grade devices. 
Worst case propagation delays will be used some of which may be 
preliminary (e.g., the bus drivers). The design will allow use 
of the 6583's because they are more plentiful and thus are easier 
to obtain. Figure 1 shows the memory subsystem. This subsystem 
is partitioned into 2 boards of 16K words each or 4 boards of 8K 
words each. The switch positions to obtain this partitioning is 
shown in Table 1. The partiti~ning is needed to distribute the 
capacitance of the memory array which is tabulated as follows: 

Signal Name 
ADDRESS = l2*CI*(4 fields) 
DATA IN = 1*CI*(4 fields) 
DATA IN + ADDRESS 
WRITE = l2*CIX(4 fields) 
DATA OUT = 1*CO*(4 fields) 

Total Capacitance for 16K 
Typ(pf) 

241 
28 

261 
241 

24 

Max (pf) 
384 

32 
416 
384 

48 

Since the 806'33 drivers are rated at a 398pf load and the 806448 
latched decoder is rated at a 211pf load, this partitionin

J 
~s 

reasonable. 

Figure 2 shows a simplified CPU subsystem that would be used with 
the memory subsystem. It is assumed that the 8D6l82 will be used 
only for extended memory addressing and thus we can use _XMAR 
directly from the microprocess~r rather than LXMAR* from the 
8D6l92. It is assumed that the total load on the motherboard 
connecting the various PC cards is less than or equal to 398pf-

DATE 2/2B/78 MI~RO-8 WORKING GROUP PAGE 5 
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TABLE 1 

Switch Positions For Memory Subsystem 

Switch A B FUNCTION 

PAGE 33 

X For 8K system with HM6583H 
Sl X For 8K system with HM6583L 

X For SK system 
S2 X For 8K system 

X For 8K system 
S3 X For l6!t system 

X For 8K system 
S4 X For 16K system 

S5 X X Field select for 8K sys::em 

X For dK system 
S6 X For 16K system 

57 X X Field select for both 
8K & 16K systems 

X For 8K syste~n 

58 X For 16K slstem 

Field Sel~ct For 8K System 

55 57 FIELD 
A B A B 
X X FIELD o & 1 

X X FIELD 2 & ., 
." 

X X FIELD 4 , 5 
X X FIELD 6 , 7 

Field Select For 16k System 

57 FIELD 
A B 
--~X~--~F~IE~L~D~S~9r----~3 

x FIELDS 4 - 7 
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Now let's look at the vario~s timing considerations. First, the 
address setup and hold times are determined. The equations that 
ar~ used are from the 8M 6111 Design Guide Lines. These equa
tions are needed to calculate the AC parameters when changing the 
state time of the microprocessor, ie. from 3.3 MHZ of the data 
sheet to 2.5 MHZ of this example. 

ADDRESS SETUP 

HM 6118 HM 6514 
@ 3.3 MHZ @ 2.5 MHZ Fro~ the data sheet 

From data sheet TAS'=3/4(TS'-TS}+TAS 
85 235 21 

ADDRESS BOLD 

8M 6188 HM 6584 
@ 3.3 MHZ @ 2.5 MHZ From the data sheet 

From data sheet TAH'=1/4(TS'-T5)+TAH 
125 175 58 

Since both LXRAR anc the DX bus are both buffered, the setap ana 
hold times that the memory sees is approximately the same as from 
the 6118 itself, albeit delayed. 

Next is the access time from the falling edge of LXMAR: 
ACCESS TIME (ns! COMME8T 

From 6118 data sheet 528 
TAL @2.5MHZ 771 TAL '=5/4 (TS'-TS) 

+TAL 
Minus delay from 6495 188 LDI..AR delay on 

CPU card 
Minus delay from 6448 188 LXMAR delay to 

~em enable 
Minus delay from 6584 318 TELQV chip 

enable access 
time 

Minus delay from 6433 118 Delay for data 
on mem card 

Minus delay from 6432 181 Delay for data 
on CPU card 

Access time margin 7S 

From this tabulation and the the timing diagram (fig. 3), it can 
b~ concluded that the memory should perform a valid read oper
ation over the full temperature range. 

DATE 2/28/78 MICRO-8 WORKING GROUP PAGE 9 
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Since the memory strobes in data on the negative edge of the 
write signal and the microprocessor uses the pcsitive edge of 
MEMSEL, the writ~ operation is more difficult. The approach that 
is taken here is to synthesize a write signal after MEMSEL and 
before the next LXMAR. With the configuration shown in fig. 1, 
the only delay involved is the enable for the latched decoder, 
which was chosen for both its speed and high capacitance drive. 
The memory needs no setup time for data, but it need~ 88 ns of 
hold time. The micprocessor provides a minimum of 175 ns of hold 
time. Since the data is delayed by the bus drivers, there is 
ample margin for the hold time. Another parameter that the 
memory is concerned with is the time from WRITE going low to 
ENABLE going high: this time is 288 ns minimum. As shown in 
fig. 3, this time is also met. 

CORCLOSIOR 

The r€~ulting memory subsystem should work for all memory oper
ation over the full temperature range. The primary reason why 
the BM6584 memories were chosen was the minimum package that is 
obtained with the 18 pin DIPs. A side benefit of this approach 
is a reduction in overall system power because LXMAR does not go 
to all memory devicgs simultaneously. If the temperature range 
is restricted to 25 C, and/or if the system voltage is kept at or 
above 5 volts, then the system could operate faster than 2.5 MHZ. 

DATE 2/28/78 MICRO-8 WORKING GROUP PAGE 11 
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GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 

........... HI 

January 30, 1978 

Mr. Bob Hassinger, Coordinator 
Liberty MUtual Research Center 
71 Franlclin Boad 
Hop~ton, Kaasaclusettp. 01748 

Dear Bob: 

Here is a ~r)' of the l2-bit hardware session 10 San Diego 
(finally through belatedly). I hope it is in a for.at which is 
direc~ly reproducible and ~l get in the next newsletter. 

Sincerely, 

N.~r1Ck 
RSK:ec 



l2-Bit Hardware Hint. and Kink. 

1977 Pall Decul Sy.po.ium, San Dilao, Ca. 

Thi. tutorial-vork.hop provid.d a forum for a lively exchanae of 
idea ... t the fall .,.po.iua. Th. • ••• ion wa. or.ainled around a •• rie. 
of ahort (suppoledly 10 .iout.) pr.sentationl on Ipecific hardware prob-1... for the benefit ot the "expert" and novice alike. 

Hike Allen of Livermore Lab. led off with a eerie. of '~eQ Straiaht-8 
Hint." below which 1000e of UI old ti_rl appreciated. (A note to the 
younler .et: Tho.e are!!!! loaic dravinall). 

CPU HINTS ; KINKS #z 
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CPU HINTS; KINKS #.4 

PRDBI.EM: j() (PS reRMINA,S RCtJUlltE Dtrl.AY rtJ" (AIfItIAtl 
RCrIJRN. 
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RF¢8 HINTS t KINKS #1,4 
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RF¢B HINTS f KINKS #,E 

PR08LFM: DISK DATA ~/A&N()S'It: rAilS ADDRII$ 
rEsr 2. 

REF: ,.RINr RS(lS-1J -/ TIMINt: CONrlrfJI. 
COORD: A ~ ~ h 

NorE: A(JJlJS,. "S~'2 a#~ 5Hcr rc API'ItIJI. 
I" !lSLC DURATION. 
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NO OUTPUT 

A. &£r DEC Te) R£·,.ORMAr TIMING. AND 
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-OR-
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POSIT/V, /j(} INr£RFA!! _.HINTS I KINKS 

WHEN r()NNECrIN& A CONrROI.L£R I)C.3"N£D F(J1It 
A PI)P81 (OR I.ArE" MA'H'N~) TD A SrRAI&Nr-4 
WITH POSITIVE I/O fNrEItFACI.; 6E AWAIt£ (), 
TH£ rol.l. ()WIN~ rIMIN~ REI.ArIIJNSHIP.J: 

STHAIGHr.8 SI&NAl NAM~ POSIT'VE rIO JNT. SIINAI. MUlE 

Brl eTS3 
/Jf2A BTSl 

II()rE: APPR~PHIArE '()NrR()1.1£'It M(}f)I'/~ATI"N$ 
IIIAY 8£ NECESSARY T() A((OMODArE 
rIo TININt;. REI.ATIIJN3HIP.5 REVEIt5J:D ,III 
TNt' POSlrlVE I/O INT£RFAt£. 

PC~l RtADlR/p1J1ff!!. HINTJ t KINKS til 
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If one needs to .ake the cheap equivalent of • one-shot the fol1ow~ng 

circuit perfo~ ~rably. The curve v.a plotted fro. off-the-shelf 
components assu.1~1 a aiDBle TTL load (the extra inverter) on the output. 
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The cODcepts of AC c:oupl1na to pick off eith~r positive or Decati .. 
level trJtDSltiOlUl are shown be~ ~ 

Delays up to a fev hundred nsee are easily obtaiDed by the follovinl 
technique. 

--r 
The above ideas ver~ presented 8y Neb Ke~drick of Ceoraia Tecb. 
To. McIntyre. late of V.V.U. - nov with DEC, .ave a nice tutorial 

OD device selectors and a1ao described a aethod of aappinl bit. in the AC 
of a Straipt-8 which a.ona otber thin .. can be u.ed to avap the AC. 

3ia Mahaffe~ of Georsia T~ch described an RS-232 interface e~loylnl 
the type 1488 or 1489 line drives available fro. several manufactu~~r~. 
31~ also presented .0 .. detail. on uaina theGE Hl1A2 opto-isolator trAna
c1eve~8 and a very interestina collaae pattern for the cmnibua vhich allows 
a biah chip density and the .dxiDI of 14, 16. 18. 20. 24, 40 etc. pin chips 
on the same board. Thi. artwork ia available free. . 

A lerae group Dsseabled to hear Bill Lennon of Northwestern U" expound 
on "Contraceptive Jellie. and PDP8/. Fuse Holder.". Several people C(\1IIQk.'n

ted 00 difficulties with both of these. 
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John Lockwood of Harris SeBdcon~uctor \~~lbourne. Fla.) presented a lot 
of useful information on MHOS EAROHS. Dot th~ least of which was what all 
the letters mean. For the uninitiated these are Metal Nitride Oxide Silicon 
Electrically Alterable Read Only Me.ories. ·lhese-devices can be reprogrammed 
by purely electrical means (as opposed to U-V erasable PROMS). Tbey ahould 
find applications a. look-up tables. progr .. storaBe and auxilary storage 
dev:l.ces. They are aanufactured by RCR and GI. Level shifter. for u~e witb 
the. a=e available fro. Barris. 

Ear~e Elli. of tbe U.S. Coaat Guard R , D L.hs contributed the following. 

20 mAe CURRENT TO CURRENT ADAPTOR 

This circuit was designed to facilitate the interconnection 
of two processors connected with a 500 foot cable using the current 
loop portion of a standard teletype interface. All ~e power required 
for proper operation of this circuit is pxovided by the ·current· 
loops. 

Althcugh communication with a standard model 33 or 35 ~eletype 
is considered as being done using • 20 DA. current loop, in practice 
it is a voltage circuit. Since the circuit designed is sensi~ive 
to the polarity of the current loOps, one of the first .easurements 
~at must be Dade is the voltage levels and polarity sense of the 
loop~ being connected. 

The Teletype uses a mechanical contact closure to -tran~t· 
bits cf information to the processor interface. In this pair of 
lines, one will. be found to be more positive than the other. 1ft 
our applic~tion, using a DEC KL8-J and PCM 12060, the voltage w •• 
between 19 and 20 volts for both. The polarity of ~i. voltage 
must -be observed for the proper operation of the optically coupled 
isol-ator. Almo,rt any isolator can be used. l:n our case an BP 5082-4371 
was used be(:ause it was easily obtained and .had current: 9ain~ 

The se~=ond pair of lines provides a current to_ the Teletyp •• 
The voltaga and current characteristics on this pair varied between 
interfaces. This is the re~son the circuits are not symmetric. 
Resistors Rl, R2. R3 and R4 were selected to provide the proper. 
operating current to the isolator input and maintain a -20 mA.
current in the line. These values will va~ depen~ing on ~e 
interfaces being used and the isolcstor charactf"rist;.ca. 

Resistors R5 and R6 were needed to ·speed-up· the operation 
of the HP isolator and mayor may not be needed in other designs. 

To date the circuit has been used in a 1200 baud line. 
An attempt to use the line at 2400 baud was not successful. The 
problem is believed to be in the ~~~ 12C60 interface.' ~n ~eory 
the" line should be useable to 480n baud. The maximum baud ra~e is 
line length dependent. Errors at ~i9h b~ud rates can preclude 
the use of that bit rate. 
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U 220 

.. 5012-4171 

_-.----+-----r---...... DAft III 

~---IL---l~OO,.,.~---.... - DAft %II 

J.clt DomleT of U. V .U. described aD interface between aD LSI-ll and 
• PDP-l2 he has been working OD. It consista essentially of • DRVlI-P (t) 
and Kl703 and 111105 devicea. The details of how to set fro. theae Oamibua 
Modules to the PDP-12 can be gotten frca .lack. 

John Alderman fro. Digital eo..unieations Associates provided the 
following: 

EI4 TT'L 

--

T7L 
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John also suggested that the 8T26 and 8728 (tristate quad bus trans
cievers) were extremely useful. He a180 uses the National DM8136 as • device 
selector on the Omnibus. At this point considerable di.cus81on on ~1p. 
I Lik~ To Use" ensued and some of the devices mentioned were the aT]7 bel' 
receiv~rs, an 8-bit bidirectional I/~ port (latch and transc1ever) the 
AHD2905 which i8 a four bit slice with D flope, recievea, drivers, etc. 
Sume people strongly 3Uggested that the Signetics 8TIO sbcu'.d be svofded 
at all costs. The CMOS 4049 and 4050 usable as hex recievera thougb ~bey 
have limdted drive capability. 

Lastly Don ~rmer of Gerog!a TeCh presented the f~llowing .ethol of 
expanding the unexpandable S's. 

An often overlooked metOOd of providing bus expansion {or l'DrI:I or 

PDP8K. F. or E is the use of the 1CA8~ bu. conversion module. Tbl. aodule 

vas originally designed to provide for PDPSE "OUNIBUS" conver.loa to the 

'positive (TTL) external bus of the PDPS/L. ! or PDP-12 processora for eoa-

patibllity with older perepherals. The module provide. a meQ£~ of 

isolation frma the "OMNIBUS" ba and. a. 8uch~ prevents damage to the CPU module. 

by Inadvertant viring errors in external interfaces. The external hue ~7 be 

ut:1.11zed in a parallel bus fashion. similar to the "OMNYBU';" by virina two or 

more B 803, B 8030 or H 863 module connector blocks ~n parallel such tb~t 

"QUAD" or ''Rex" lIOdules can be aceoDllllOdated. This Jleraaits the uae of quad 

and wire-wrap mod~es for user interfacing. The R 033 frase Oft • ~mc-built 

frame Day be used for four sl~t configurations and the H 034 fru.e for nine-slot 

configurations. alternates include the B 933 C or H 934 CB with socket.~ 

Ext~rnal power supplies may be used; ofteu only +5-Volta ~ll ~ n~eded for 

many "home-built" interface modules. 

This method of e~~ansion may be indic2ted for 10, 12 or 20 slot 8.'. ~h~~~ 

the DEC sup~lied interfaces can be 3ccormodated in the m3in-frane and user-built 

interfaces are to be accommodated externally. 

Interfacing to the external bus is simplE: and stralght-forw3rd. ~l\d tbe dc-

tails are shown in the 8 E and 8 H, F "StIALL courUTER llANllJ\OOKS" (19/3). Uost 

t:tandard AC t~ansfer input-output operations C:1n be! accompllsl1cd on tllC~ extcrn31 

bus. Notable exceptions are: The 6XXO instru~t1ons vhlch is not ~lla~~d And 
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the operations involving the PROeRMI COUNTr~, and tIle LINK whlel. nrc ulluwcd 

on the "OHJ~lBUStt. 

The external bus 1s not bidirectional, that i8, separate lln~e ore provldr.d 

for AC om (MC), ACIR, and the HB lines are supplied vith Hln (1)11 and 

HBn(o)H for bits 3 thru 8. 7nterface t~ing and st~obes are derived froa tl~ 

lOP pulses, which are Bene~ated if HB 9, 10, or 11 are (1) ~n the JOT instruct!on. 

Since no IOPAnSE OT equ1~olent signal i. generated on the external bua, tbe 

interface must provide an AND between device address selected and lOP pulse to 

,-niqu~ly identify an lOT for a spec:if1.c device. Full decoc11na of tbe l.nstructloD 

froa MB 9, Ie, 11 may be accomplished bov~ver (v1.th the above mentioned exception 

of CXXO, for whiCh no lOP i. generated). Three slota are required for the ex-

ternal bus. h some cases, an external "OMNIBUS" may be built in a sl .. ilar 

fashion to perud.t the use of "HEX" modules wit" the 8 E, F, H \I}1ic:b do not have 

rooa for these modules. Note that so~ "hex" modules may be accomodated in an 

8 'F or H chassis by moving the fans outboard and that at 1ease one ma1 be iu-

serted :Immediately behind the front pane1. This "tricll~' permite the use of 

some later DEC modules on the quad-slot machines. 

III any case. use of the external bus convertor V8-E may have some usC!ful 

applications for the expansion of bus-slot limited or non-expandable PDP-8'£. 

All of the above contributors vill be happy to supply additional l.n
formation on their topics. 

Bill Lennon actually said that the main problem vith the fuse bolder 
on an 8/e was one of heat dissipation. The u~~ ~f silicon heat sink com
pound greatly reduced failures. 
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(6-;n 742-3140 

~ 
BATCH '1.'1- FE, -7 r 
~ patches and notes (125.25-26) were for version 5. and I can't say 

yet whether any of them are applie~~l~ t: ~~G cwr~~Lt verHlon distributed 
with OS8 VJD. Thml~~ for the new /H option. DEC. 

KLBE problems 
The teletype handler distributed with VJD (at least on the DECtape system. 

AL-4?llC-BA and ~4?12C-BA) is configured for the VT?8. It omits features 
desirable for the ASR-J). auch as expanding tabs into spaces. and the 
missjng features cannot be reinstated via SET. 

~yel~b~dy should list the beautifully documented file KLBB.PA if they 
are not familiar with the implementation of the teletype handler. There 
is a problem with the current version. however. One would expect that 
setting ·VT?8=O· would produce a standard non-VT?8 handler. It is. however. 
also necessary to set "~AUSzO." as distributed. merely setting VT?8=O 
include~ options which take up too much space. and an assembly error is 
produced. 

To summarize for inexp.rienc~d users. if you don't like the way your 
TTY. handler acts. ~dit KLBE.PA to set VT?8=1 and PAUS=O, assemble via 
PALS to produce a new version of KLeE.BN, then .RUN SYS BUILD. $PI. -
$Ur:'JAD TTY. $LOAD KLBEI ~IN TTY. $PR. $BO •• SAVE SYS BUILD. (Needless 
to 8a~'. all ~hia should be done on a £2Bl of the eystem--not the criginalJ) 

VJD documentation 
My bigges~ gripe about VJD is that the handbook update is a) unusab1e. 

and t) incomplete. I reali~e the pressures DEC was working under. 
Accord!ng to the ~OBY MUNGER (TEeO SIG newsletter) 11. there have been 
ext~n8ive changes to TEeO. only a few of whir.h are documented in the update. 
JJt~. T~aw features are not described (in many cases. they're not described 
in the MOBY MUNGER. either--frustrationl) ~ere seem to be some new 
fea~ures in CeL which are not documented. For example. it appears that if 
you have BATCH. it is now possible to type a string of CCL commands separated 
by se~icolons (e.g. ".DATE,.DIR,.PAL PROG-LSI.LIST PROG.LS" all on one line. 
and have CeL turn it into a BATCH stream ana run it. 

Everybody should lis~ CCL.PA. Although change note 66 warns that 
the flrmat of the main table has been modified. the notes explaining the 
form~-~ (on the following page) have not been. and are presently incorract. 
Apparently the change is that. instead of a fIxed J-word lis"c of op'ti.efta· 
to bf. or-ed with those given by the user. there is now an indefinite-length 
list or. form (address. contents) terminated by o. The only apparent use of 
this is in .DIR. where it permits CeL to give a default number of columns 
fue tht directory listing. 

WISH LIST 
Let me add my heartf.lt agreement to ir,Jan FredriekS(#25.1J). who 

wants a 3ET CONSOLE command which would do for CCL, CD. KBM. and OD~ what 
SET CODE presently does for the TTY handler. We are .oing to encounter 
this problem in a few months. but have been postponing itr I would appre
ciate it if Bryan Fredricks or any other knowledgeable people could state. 
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1) are there known words in CeLt CD. KBM, ODT which are of form 60Jx 
or 604x but are not terminal I/O? 2) Where and in what CUSPs is 
terminal input performed directly (rather than by calling CD?) J) Pre
sumably all CUSPS that do terminal output are capable of doing the 
ou~put on the BATCH log under BATCH. Any known exceptions? And does 
this lead to a an algorithmic method of patching terminal output on them? 
Over the next few months I will be accumUlating answers to some of these 
questions. but would appreciate ar~ clues (especially from those with 
OS/-S source). 

A FOTP wish list 
Particularly when it's system update time, there are options I 

wish were in FOTP. (Some of th~ suggested functionality existed in 
DIAL. why. oh why isn't progres~ monotonic?) 1) ·v.ovel· i.e. after 
a file has been successfully co~~ed to an output device. delete it from 
the input device. 2) -Existing,· eopy a file only if the output filename 
is already present on the output device, J) ·Supersedir~'· copy a file 
only if the output filename is already present (,.1 the output device and 
has an earlier date than the file being transfered, 4) -Additional,-
copy a file only if th~ output filename is !!2! present on the output 
device. (Note that Superseding and Additional might usefully be combined). 

Now that we have a really nice DIRECT thanks to Jim van Zee a,d 
others, maybe it's time to start thinking about FOTP. 

Tnt; ADS MICRO-8 
arrived just before New Years' and is presently alive and well 

at the Retina Foundation. I will report more fully on it later. but 
for now will just say that it seems to be a solid unit.has lived up 
to our expectations (which were high), and seems to be well worth 
considering for laboratory control applications where the available 
person is a -software ~ype.· Th&t is. it is easy to interface to and 
test out in simple laboratory applications. On the other hand, if you 
are looking for a sort of test bed and prototyping system and expect to 
do extensive hardware development on your own, this may not be the 
be&t system. the interface between ADS's cards and the laboratory is 
well documented, but the interrace between the cards and the CPU, i.e. 
the bus structure. is not. 

Has FORTRAN IV·s load format changed? 
We are still using FORTRAN IV Y)C, for reasons noted below. 

Recently. I tried to used the verSiO!l of FUTIL distributed with VJD 
to patch some RALF code (SET MODE LOAD, OUTPUT FPP) in an overlay 
load module, and I couldn't get it to work. I kept getting error 
140 at 06 BAD ADDRESS/OVERLAY (ODT COMMANDS). even though I knew my 
addresses were goo.. FUTIL version 6.11 worked fine. I'm not going to 
send in an SPR, but would like to know whether veralon 01A does. in fact. 
work with FORTRAN VJD .LD modules. If it does not. there is a bug in 
FUTIL. If it does. thar. the format of .LD files has changed. a fact 
of some importancemnce it presumably implies that VJC .LD files might 
not load correctly under FRTS VJD. If this is true, people updating to 
VJD are required to re-LOAD all of their programs, and not just to fix 
the datel 
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FOCAL vs. FORTRAN. round N 

we now plan to shift completely from OS,/8 FCRTRAN }"" to t:/~-FOCAL. 

This decision has not -ceen made lightly. We have had FORTRAN IV for 
nearly three years, and have an investD!elLt of over $2000 in the initial 
license. updates, and sources. We also have an extensivf! !,rc·er~"'~:i~~ 
lfivestn;ent in fo'OH1'HAN I V t including several thousand 1 ines of RALF code, 
~~~h of it concerned with real-ti~e laboratory processing. 

~any of the differences betwee~ FORTRAN and FeCAL as languages have 
already oeen aired in this newsletter. FOCAL's greeter "friendliness" 
and ease of use is very important to us; on the other hand. with a PDP-12 
we cannot get a mode E EAE and cannot afford an FPP s so we cannot take 
advar.tage of FORTRAN's potential speed advar.tage. 

I wish here to emphasize some differences between OS/9 FORTRAN IV VJC 
and Jim val" Zee' s U/W-FOCAL v4A as pl·oducts. The chief reason why we 
are making the transition is that FORTRAN IV. compared to FOCAL, is much 
less well integrated into the OS/8 operating environment. It is far, f~r 
more difficult to write and d~bug HALF SECT8 modules than it is to add 
new commands and functions to U/W-FOC~L. This is especially true of 
modules that must reference the system in any way. (1 am still lost in 
admiration for Robert Phelpg courage in attempting to write USR and getting 
it to work.) 

Furthermore, FOCAL is a far more fully debugged product than FORTRAN IV, 
and, at leaat at the moment, it is being more conscientiously maintained. 

DEC's apparent policy. as nearly as I can determine by observing their 
responses to my SPR's, and from informal conversations with Ron Jansen. 
is to support FORTRAN IV only as a pure FORTRAN product. That is. they 
respond to problems that are encountered in pure FORTRAN programs, and 
(to a limited extent) to problems in FORTRAN library routines (i.e. to 
DEC-written RALF code). They do not, however. seem to see it as a respon
sibility to handle prot>lems that are encountered only in user-written 
RALF code; for example. differences in behavior between the FPP simulator 
and the hardware FPP. ~oreov~r, although this is less tangible. there 
still seems to be a feeling that users should not r~ally expect to be 
able to use a cute little PDP-8 for big. hairy-chested work. That is, 
problems seen as encounter€d by "advanced users." e.g. the long-standing 
problems with arrays of more than about 1000 elements. problems resulting 
from failure of FORTRAN IV to implement the ANSI standard correctly, etc. 
get short shrift. 

This policy, whatever its merits. ought to be more clearly stated and 
better publicized by DEC. What it means is that, unlike the majority of 
FORTRAN systems. OS/8 FORTRAN IV is no~ a good vehicle for projects that 
require integration of substantial amounts of assembly-language code into 
a high-Ievel-Ianguage mainline. It is also n2! a good vehicle for pLograms 
that want to do file manioulation. look at directori~s. call the command 
decoder. etc. FORTRAN IV· runs under OS/8, but at runtime OS/8 is not only 
not present. it is nearly inaccessible. 
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HINTS FRO~ HELOISE (in memoriam) / 

I'd like ~o summarize some ~cellaneous oroduc~s, services, and ways 
of life which took me a while/~o learn about: falling under the general 
category of -housekeeping- __ y;r -better living in the computer room." 

1) Supply sources. First-'of all, let us not neglect DIGITAL. Be sure 
YOU have a cony o~ th~i? -Suppliee and Acce~zvri~s- catAlog. Tney are 
probably the worst place to get any thing you can find anywhere else, but 
where else can you get those cute blue vinyl tabs that make the DECtape 
stick to the reel? And if you have spare rack-mount space. the 118-09825 
DEC tape racks are outrageously priced ($14 and made out of thin sheet 
plastic), but work better than anything else I know of. Keep in mind that 
DEC has a $)5 minimum order, slow deliver •• balks at returns of defective 
merchandise, and louses up the ordere frequently. In their favor. they 
tend to keep their prices stable. 

Two very interesting firms are ~inicomputer Accessories. 1)0 S. Wolfe 
Road, P. O. Box 9004, Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086, (408) 7)7-7777; and ~ISCO, 
96) Holmdel Keyport Road, Box )99, Holmdel, N. J. 017)). These are, in 
effect, retai12rs. They have put together attractive catalogs with a 
large variety of interesting and useful supplies aimed at the minicomputer 
market; for example, printer ribbons for minicomputer printers, teletypes, 
and terminals; floppy disks, etc. r.CA offers 25-pin EIA RS-2)2 extension 
cords, and a variety of DEC cables and connectors (e.g. 8-pin &~te-N-Loks). 
Haven't yet ordered from ~isCOJ seryice from ~CA has been fairly fast. 
so apparently they really do stock their items. wnenever I've compared 
r.CA's prices to others, &!CA's have be~n a bit on the high side; I would 
~udge that they earn their ~arkup legitimately. 

For binders, files, media cabinets, etci TAB Products. 2690 Hanover 
Street. Palo Alto, California 94)04; United States Tabulating Binder 
Co~pany, 7207 r.elvina Avenue, Niles, Illinois 60648, )12/641-93101 
Visible Computer Supply, 9855 Derby Lane, ~estchester. Illinois 6015), 
()12) 681-6080; Wright Line Inc., 160 Gold Star Boulevard, Worcester. 
NBssachusetts 01606 (617) 852-4)00; Devoke Co., 3188 Fabian Way. P. O. Box 
10011, Palo Alto, California 94)0) (415) 494-8844 (also microfiche supplies); 
Engineered Data Products, Inc., )1200 Amrhein Road, Livonia, V-ichigan 48150 
(Jl) 261-9550 (cabinets). These are big, hairy-chested suppliers for the 
macho raised-floor crowd, and it may be hard figuring out which is the 
right binder from a catalog that includes hundreds of them--but it sure 
beats trying to read unburst printout in a binder intended for burst printo11tl 

2) VELstrape. The cabling in our laboratory is constantly changing. atlO 
we did not want to 1) trip. 2) install a raised floor. or ) have to get 
into the walls or ceilings to make a change. Our lab does have a dropped 
c~iling; so what we have done is to buy VELCRO straps, wrap them around 
the ceiling supports, and run our cables under the ceiling, held by the 
VELstraps. Cables are easily inserted or removed. do not need to be 
threaded or pulled, are out of the way. and (belie'l'e it or not) are held 
very securely. It's a very nice system if you have our kind of dropped 
ceiling~ Velcro Caporation, 681 Fifth Avenue. New York, N. Y. 100,2. 
212 751-2144. Ask for their "comprehensive product guide" and the price 
list for "Nylon Velstrap Fasteners." They're made to order in almost any 
size, length. and color. and are fairly cheap (around )5¢ for a 3/4" by 14" 
strap), but there is a minimum order problem and I don't know of any retailers 
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) VECTOR patch panels. Vector Electronic Co., 12460 Gladstone Avenue, 
Syl~r, California 9134 2, (21) )65-9661. This company has very nice 
products for packaging circuitry and very bad catalogs and instruction 
sheets. I want here to call attention to their "pre-programming patchboard 
systems,- rather like what Y'lU find in old laM accour:ting machines, 
except that they have a complete line of patchcords including 1- and 2-con
ductor shielded patchcords, making the system suitable for analog si~nals. 
T~rec labs utie our FDP-i~, ana ~efore we got the patchboards each user had 
to connect or disconnect dozens of individual cables in various locations, 
with resulting problems because user B would discoru:ect one or two of user 
A's cables and user A would then run, not noticing ~hat a couple afcables 
were disconnected, while user : was very poli te abol.;t restoring the previous 
cabling when he left but did not always do so correctly, etc. Now each 
user just puts in his own pat~hboard. On the whole, it works, and we havn't 
had any obvious noise ~r con~ecti~n problems! (~oo~2o~el see also ~~C/pAr~L 
Co., P. O. Box 5027, H1gh P01nt, North Caro11na 27L_~' (919) SB2-81)8) 
~) nrookstore cor.nectors. (There ~ust be another na~e ~d another source 
fur these, but I dor.'t knew it.) S-4650 quick-con;:ectors, Brookstone 
Co~pany, 125 Vose Far~ Road, Peterborough. Kew Hampsaire 03458. In our 
lab, these is a constant need for ~iscella~eous connectors with varying 
nu~bers of contacts. Yair.taining a connector inventory is both difficult 
and expensive. A particularly annoying situation occurs when there is a 
need for a few new lines on an existi~~ cable. The interesting property 
of the Brookstone connectors is that the connectors (which each cOlltain a 
single contact, and are hermaphroditic) have a keying arrangerr.ent on their 
sides so that connecto~s rray be snapped together laterally to fo~ multi
connector asse~blies. That is, if you have built a ten-conductor connector, 
you car. add on two more and u.ake it a twelve-conductor connector. The 
contacts thereselves are large and crimp on: assembly is rapid and easy. 
They are extremely handy, although they are too big, expensive (about 60~ 
each), and are not gold plated. If anybody knows Brookstone·R source for 
these, or knows of any other produ~t of this type, I would very w.uch like 
to heat- about it. 

5) Controlled circulation publicat:ons--also known as free ~agazines. 
They are completely support~d by advertising and distributed free to 
qualified individuals. Val~e of the editor:al matter varies, but the 
advertising is often u2eful. I~ rr.ost cases, hon~st a~swers will get you 
the pUblication: you don't hav~ ~o say you're the president of the firre; as 
long as it sounds like you influence purchase~ they want to send it to you. 
The usual procedure for getting them js to s~~rch around Y0ur organization 
for somebody who's getting them already, and look for tear-out subscription 
application cards bound into them; but presumably writing to the circulation 
office will also work. DA~A~ATICN, however, requires JOU to send them a 
request for an application form on company letterhead, and for people of my 
hu~ble rank there is a ~aiting list. 

DATANATION~ Circulation, 35 ~~son Street, Greenwich, Connecticut 068)0. 
Oldest, biggest, fattest, most prestigious, only one with really significa~t 
editorial material. This is also the one that keeps you up to date on the 
latest &cuttlebutt about the Bell bill, antitrust stuff, what IBW. is doing, 
etc. and, of course, that very interesting annual DP salary survey ••• 

~Ir;I-~rCRO SYSTEYS, 5 Kane Industrial Drive, Hudson, Massachusetts 01749. 
(Used to be "Pl.odern Data," how's that for a dumb title? "Antique Data and 
Computer Collectibles," now that would be a grabber). Mostly valuable for 
its advertising, but lately there has been an effort to provide systematic, 
tutorial information on mini- and microcomputers and components. 

CO~PUTER DESIGN, Circulation, P. o. Eox "A", Winchester, Mass. 01890. 
Iv.ostly at the "chip" and "board" level. A very interesting column by 
.John E. Buckley about communications (modems, Ma Bell, etc.) 
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ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, Circulation, 645 Stewart Avenue, Garden City, 
N. Y. 11530. Therfr is a ~eat I:leal of interest in liere for anybody that 
does interfacir~ of laooratory equipment. for exampl~, ~his publication 
put me on to 

6) the Philips stepping motor chi~. Steppine ~~~~~= ::= 7ary att~~ctlve 
dcvl~e~ ior a mul~itude of jobs around the laboratory, but if you looked 
into ~hem a few years ago you probabl,r noticed that the drive electronics 
for them was expensive. Typically, you might need a $50 motor, a $100 
drive card, and maybe a lOOV, 1 amp. DC power supply. Now Philip~ has a 
$12.50 chip that goes with their line of smal~, 12V stepping ~otors (which 
cost about $25 each). !he most annoying 'th!.ng i·3 that the chip wants 
12V signals, not TTL. They h .. e some 5V motors. 80 maybe somed~ they'll 
have a 5V chip, too. Our tfrst application i~ for reinforcing monkeys, 
when they do the right thing, the computer rewards them with a measured 
quantity of Tang. We do it by driving a tubing pum~ (the kind that pinches 
a plastic hose with moving cams) directly from a e~~pping motor. It seems 
to work a lot better and more reliably than a solen~id valve. 

1) Hanging file folders. This is so dumb I really ha~e to mention it. 
but it took me years of fumbling around in stacks of paper before I discovered 
how to use file cabinets and file folders, and then it took me five c~re 
years before I discovered how very, very much better the hanging folders 
(e.g. ·Pendaflex·) are than the regular kind. 
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THE ROCKEFELLER UNIVERSITY 
1230 YORK AVENUE· NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10021 

Mr. Robert Hassinger, Coordinator 
12 Bit SIG 
~ ae of DECUS 
129 Parker street, PK-3/~55 
Mavnard, Mass. 01754 

Dear Mr. Bassin{[er: 

February 23, 1978 

Enclosed is some IIBterial on FORTRAB II which you may vant to enclose 
in the 12 Bit SIG lfevs1etter. Since the devslett~T is ar. absolutely 
indispensable source o-r information for the computer worr. in Ol.U" laboratory, 
it seemed l.llte a good idea to contribute some of what we nave learned for 
others to use. 

In the most recent llevsletter (Bo. 26) you ask for (omment 011 the idea 
of using microfiche for the Newsletter. Such a change vcul.d be at best 
inCO& renient and at worst disasterous for us. t)ur caaput er is located 
several. mil.es from the nearest potential JlD.crofiche t"acili ty, and perhaps 
80 miles to the nearest facili ty vh1ch we could use when programming evenings 
or weekends. The sophisticated readers of the liewsletter 1Dq not use it in 
the same fashion as some ot us who program only when necessary. For many 
users of the 1at.ter type, I think the ~evs1etter serves 83 a reference and 
consulta,t when we want to learn how to use a. new piece c ~ software ')r when 
we run across a problem. At such a time, I reach for I'IlY "":.>ox of Newsletters 
in order to tUe advautage of the experience others have ~ned. I suspect 
t~t there are a lot ot" copies of' the llevsletter around w; th hoDlP.1D8de tables 
of contents and marginal. notes to he1p this process of 10·-:,ldng back over the 
old issues when a question comes up. I certainly do not ~rant to purchase a 
m.!crotiche reader as a computer peripheral. I would also bet that others who 
find the Bevsletter valuable would be villing to ~ chargt'd for the extra cost 
of a Newsletter on paper. 

RPL/rbk 

Sincerely, 

p.,. ~-
Ronald P. Larkin 
Assistant Profe-3sor 
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FORTRAB II: Use with PA.L8 and with Interrupts 

Since FORTRAN II is the DEC os/8 language which makes use of the 
speed of the CPU in doing integer ari tbmeti~ anC logical operations ~ 
it is a natural candidate for use when speed is requ:1red, especia.l1y 
in on-line and data acquisition applications. The associated assembly 
language, SABR, however is avkva.rd and relocatable to a fault. As a 
resul. t, one desires to wed pALS to FORTRAB II in order to take 
f'dvantage ot the d:l.reet access to the hardware afforded by the former 
and the I/O, ari tlDIetic ease, and general convenience of the la'tter. 

The result of veddi.ng lORTRAB II and pALS can be very pleasing 
~nd convenient to use, but the process ot learning how to do so is 
fraught vi th problems of scattered and incomplete DEC documentation, 
costly sources or listings, and esoterica which can waste hours. 
This contribution is designed to share SaDe lessons learned in vri ting 
two large (2Ok, 200-500 lORTRAB lines) interrupt-driven data acquisition 
programs and several sJll&1.ler ones. Co..ents and corrections are 
velcome~ since I am not a progruaer by trade. 

In the f-:>lloving discussion, I sball use the acronym "FOR'!'RAB" in 
two 1Rq's: in the usua1_meaning ot the language and to include the 
whole subsystem designed to support FOftTRAli II, namely LOADER, 
FORTRAN II, and SABR. So read "FORTRIJI II and SABR" or "ul • RL 
programs" when I sq FORTRAN below. You should be acquainted with 
the os/8 Handbook, the SABR-FORTRAB Sof'tware Support Manual, and the 
past issues of the 12-bi t SIG lIevsletter~ and of course with the 
PALS, SABR, ABD FORTRAB I! languages. 

I. Preliminary Considerations 

A. MeDk>ry use by LOADER 
1. It loads programs in the order you specif'y 
2. It starts at th~ bottom ot Field 0 and proceeds upwards 
3. COlODlf lives in Field 1 starting at 10200. 
4. It fills a whole p&ge if even one location on that page is used. 
5. The bottom of Field 0 is occupied by resident parts of LOADER. 

If the /1 and/or /0 options are used, each takes up a chunk 
oi memory above the resident LOADER. In current so:rtware, 
locations 00000-02317 can be taken up this W8y. it (10) is 
specified. 

6. See the appended Exhibit A for a chart of meDHey use by LOADER. 

B. Miscellaneous cautit)ns and toibles 

-LOADER does not treat COMK>N as occupied memory. It' you CALL CHAIlf, 
don't expect to preserve COMMON across core imag~s unless you specificallY 
save 10200+ or put pALS code there (see below). 

-LOADER allows onl7 63 cleci~ll. entry points unless you use the version 
mentioned in a re~ent 12-bit SIG Newsletter 

-FORTRAN instructions start vi th and leave the ACC clear. 
-FORTRAN allows the Data Field (DF) to vary widely during execution. Watch out • 

• Especially 118 p. 1, 122 p. 2-3, and #24 pp. 21 and 28. 
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-Some aJtBR pseudo-operators such as OPDEF cannot be used in FOR'IRAB II 
programs unless they appelU' as the very first statements, before 
FUBCTIOB or SUBROUTllIE statements, f~r instance. This is an un

docUIIIeDted peculiarity of' the FORTH pseudo-operator. 
--Using pALS with FORTRAII requires a song-and-dance described at the 
top of p3ge 1-1 in the 0S-8 Handbook. Bote that BATCH cannot 
help here and that you JIBl£t specit',y a starting address (IDca"t.ion 
00200 is in LOADER). 

II. Using FORTRB ~ pALS 

A. Where to put the pALS code. Three options follov and the rationales. 

1. At the tcp of' the top field of memory. This V&:f, all you 
have to watch for i:l overfiov of the FORTP.AB' programs into the pALS 
area. Just check the LOADER memory map. 

2. In the first avai1able sps..:e in Field o. One "reserves" 
space here by vri ting a d1l1lllD7 SABR program vbich uses ""he BLOCK 
and PAGE pseudo-ops to take up at least enough space for th~ pALS 
code. The dlDllV "program" JIIUSt be the first program specified by 
you to the LOADER. Then the • BB tile containing the pALS code can 
be p~~ed in thi& space using ABSLDR. The absol.ute location of the 
nrese~-d" space will be apparent 'trom the LOADER memory map if 
you include an entry or two in the dUJllDJ;1 "program". The lucation 
will vary nth use ot II anG 10 as described above. The FOh~ 
programs can then be expanded to the limit wi tbout worry, but i.;e 
pALS code will be more difficult it you have reserved insut'fic-f_ ~nt 
space for expansion. 

3. In the COMMlB storage area in Field 1. It you know how big 
a CC)ltIC>R area you need, you can expand it by l28 vords for each page 
ot' pALS code you have and start pALS code where the genuine data end. 
For instance: COMMON X,Y,Z,ETC 

COIM>N JUlIK 
DIMElISIOll JUlIK( 5l2), x( 5) 

.•• will save four pages startiug at location 10400. (Or 4+ starting 
af'ter E'1'C it' you want to be miserly.) FORTRAII programs viII be loaded 
in av vacant space above th(: COMK>N block. 

In general., one has to wor-.:y about access to Field 0 for interrupts 
and possibly handlers, to Field 1 for COMM)lf (see below) and to Page 
o in whatever Field one chooses to put pALS in. Bote that certain 
locationa in Page 0 ot each field are used by POR'l'RAl'f in every Field. 

B. Hov to cODlllUDicate between pALS and FORTRAN. 

For the beginning u..Cler ot pALS vi th FORTRAN II, and tor everyone who 
wants to plQ it sat'e, there are two rules: 

Rule 1: Call FOR'l'RAl'f routines from pALS, not the reverse. 

Wri te a SABR program to be loaded :first in the LOADER program 
8t~ing; it can contain PAGE and BLOCK specifications to reserve 
space tor pALS code as in option 2 above, it you like. The SABR 
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prognw will have the purpose o-r ~al1ing re10catable FORrRAB programs 
from fixed positions in memory. (Since the LC1UlER al. ways takes 
the string of input programs in order, the SABR program in questi on 
will. al 'W"aYs be the first program in Field 0.) An example Guch 
program, "A2400. SB" is listed in Exhi-:'i t B, along vi th pALS code to 
call the FORTRAlI subroutines in this wq. 

Bote that LOADER -requil~es an entlT named MAIlI in the programs 
it loads. It conventional.ly starta a core ilIIage at MAIlI once tt.e 
relocatable files are in memory. To have a f'1%ed address at which 
to start a core i-se is handy; ot~ervise, one needs to find out 
vilere the starting address really is evelT time t~ sCGg-and-dance 
described on page 1-1 o~ the OS/8 Handbook is per-rormed. Also, 
I/O is usual.ly initialized in FORTRA§ by the subroutine OPEl, called 
in the pro~~ MAD wen a FORTRAlI main program is used. OPEll or 
a s1mi1ar set ~-r code is neecL"Ci to initia1.ize FORTRAlI I/O 1'!.ags 
lest a device like the console device cause a haug on the t1=st 
data transf'er ctatement. These considerations are a11 handled 
by the entr"',f MAD which appears in the example program "A2400.SB". 
Find out were MAD is as an absolute address and speci fy this 
address to ABSLDR or in a SAVE coaaand to OS/8 keyboard monitn!'". 
MAIN calls OPEl and ilIIDed1atel.y puts pALS in control. It must 
have tbe starting address o~ pALS code in order to work. 

Rule 2: Pass information back and ~orth via COM«>B where possible. 

This way of' coDBUDicating betveen pALS and FORrRAB has a vrq 
o~ doggedl..y stereotyping and doeUllenting in:formation trar.s~ers in a 
va:y that is easier to debug than arguments or other more -rancy meens. 
~ out COMNJlI locations in pALS, filling vi th zeroes or uta. (In 
a va::y, this is a great BLOCK DATA-type arrangement in Ft.:'RTRAlI II .. ) 
"leal variables need three locations. 

I-r you wish to depart :from Rule 1, calling pALS :from FOR'mAlI 
(os/8 Handbook, page 4-60), watch your data :field, instruction tield, 
and indirect re:ferences. 

Two s1t~18.tions &riDe where Rule ? may not be su-r:ficient. First, 
fixed loca'~ions in memory JD81' need to be reterenced by FORTRAN as in
line SABR statements. To do this, use the implicit CDF in a DUMMY 
statement rather than an explicit CDF. For instance, to store a 
quotient in location 02600: 

IQUOT s AlB 
3 JMP STOR 
S DUMMY J 
SJ, 6201 
S 2600 
SSTOR,TAD ,IQUOT 
S DCA I J 

IBYPASS THE DUMMY 

ICDF 0 

I A FORTRAN ADDRESS 
I ACC WILL BE LEFt' 0 

Second, it may be more convenient to pass arguments than to use 
COMMON. A method tor passing an argument (an array :first-word-address) 
to FORTRAN is shown in Exhibit B as entry GOSUB. 
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III. Ru."ning FORTRAB II "~th interrupts £!!.. 

A. There is a problem with file-oriented I/o. 
Locations 00000-00003 are used by routines OOPEN, OCLOSE, and 

IOPER. These four locations are used only during calls to the three 
entries, not during actual ASCII I/O by a READ or WRITE. So there 
are two ways to handle the obvioua confilct vi th interrupts: 

1). If the interrupt systes can 1~ off during opening and closing 
files, th~ one can aillply move instructtOliS into locations 00001-
00003 in this va:r (in PALS): CDFO 

CLA 
TAD (CDF elF PALF 
DCA I (1 
TAD (JMP I Z 3 
DCA I (2 
TAD (!lIT 
DCA I (3 

IWHERE PALF IS THE 
IFIELD WHERE pALS LIVP.S: 
110, 20, ..•• 
ITH&SE MUST BE IBDIRECT! 
I ADDRESS OF IBTERRUPl'
lHABDLI!(G CODE IN pALS 

The above shou1d be done before issuing an JOB. An IOF MUSt be 
executed before calling any of the three offending subroutines. 

2) If the in~errupt system needs to be on during the o!",?!llng and 
closing of files (e.g. keeping time), then solution 1) is useless. 
One needs to modify OOPFJI, OCLOSE, lOPER, and LOADER to use sane 
other locations for the transfer of the file name and extension from 
relocatab1e code to LOADER. I have done this to my system and viII be 
willing to share the changes with anyone having a source of IOPER.SB. 
If tbere is demand, it viII ~ submitted to DEctE. 

B. FO~RAlI can ruu as interrupticg code o:-a.· as interruptable code, 
but not both. 

Running .RL files in both "foreground" and "background" is im
possible since all subroutine calls (including array references, 
mathematical operations, and argument transfers) are handled by 
one nonreentrant set of routines (See OS/8 Handbook, page 7-6). 

C. Under interrupt, FORTP.AB 110 devices must be asynchronous. 

Providing thaT; the device is asynchronous, FORTRAN Ilo will 
~roceed normally when interrupted by a pALS routine. (The TDB-E is 
not asynchronous. RT.P..PE and WTAPE should work. I don't know.) 

D. FORl'RAlI II I/O needs its flags to be initialized correctly. 

For instance, by OPEN, as discussed above under II, Rule 2. 

E. LOADER uses the USR fer file opening and closing and for 
cbainin~. Therefore, pALB progr8lllS Which .inte~t .FORTRAN during 
file opel'd.tions maJ not have COMMON in memory in 10000-11777, but 
rather the USR. Thus jnterrupts should not be enablp.d during file 
opening and closing if the interrupting r.outines use this area 
of memory. 
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THE ROCKEF~LLER UNIVERSITY 
1230 YORK AVENUE· NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10021 

Exhibit A 
RESERVED AND DISTURBED LOCATIONS USING FORTRAN II 

Locations Ref'erence- Occupant (0) or Disturber (D) 

7 SABR 2-60 D~a scratch address 
10 " D:OS/8 
20-32 n O:Library Routines in their Field 
33-124 " O:Device Independent I/O or CHAIB 

Field 0 0-3 IOPER listng D:IOPEN unless modified 

Field 1 

176-177 SABR 2-60 D:I/O Handlers' temporary storage 
200-771 SABR 2-59-60 O:librar,y linkage routines 
1000-1577 LOADER 1stng O,D: Either /1 or /0 but nct both 
1600-2377" O,D: Both /1 and /0 

free locations: 4-6,11-17 ,125-175,2400-7577 if /1/0 used 

10020-10022 
10200-••. 
10000-11777 
11600-11777 

SABR 2-60 
OS/8 Handb. 
05/8 2-2 
os/8 B-2 

D:F1oating point ACe 
O,D:COMl«>N 
D: USR 
0: os/8 

free locations: 0-6,1l-17 ,125-177 ,end of CO!oM)N-17577 

Field 2 

Top Field 

27600-27773 os/8 B-3 

X7774-A(777 os/8 B-3 

D:TD8E if present 

O:BATCH 

*SABR ;.: 8k FORTRAN SABR assembler handbock, 1973 
OS/8 = os/8 Sortvare Surport Manual, 1914 
OS/8 Handb. = os/8 Handbook 1974 

Exhibit B 

Example Program to Communicate between pALS and FORTRAN 

OOINI=1000 
QOSUB=-GOINI+6 

IPALS CODE TO CALL FORTRAN SUBROUTINES 
I(NEITHER II NOR 10 IS USED BY LOADER) 

CLA 
CDF CIF 0 
~MS I {ODINI 

TAD (CDF 1 
DCA I (OOSU8+3 
TAD (ADDR 
DCA I (OQSUB+4 
~f1S I QOSUB 

ICALL FORTRAN SUBROUTINE "INIT.FT" 
/VIA "A2~OO.SB" (SEE BELOW) 
lNOTE: "A2400.SB" STARTS IN 01000 

ISET UP CDF TO PAL8'S FIELD 
IPUT IN ARGUMENT 
IAN ADDRESS iN PAL8'S FIELD 
IPUT IN AROUMENT+1 
ICALL FORTRAN "SUB.FTIt 
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I FILE: ~400.SB D~. OF PALS-SABR COMMUNICATION 

I THIS ROUTINE ~T BE LOADED FIRST. INTO FIELD 0 

OPD£F JlllPI 
ABSYtt FIELD 

OOINI. 14.T 

5400 
6213 

CALL O.INIT 
CLA 
FIELD 
JtPI COINI 

OOSUB. ......T 
~ALL 1.SUB 
ARO OOSUB 
CLA 
FIELD 
Jt1PI QOSUB 

ENTRY MIN 
"'IN. HOP 

HOP 
CALL O.OPEN 
CLA 
FIELD 
JKt I (2400 

END 

ICDF elF I. WHERE PALS LIVES 

IENTRY FROI1 PALS 
ISUBROUTINE D!NIT.FT" IS CALLED 
ITHIS ·CLA" IS A SAFE CONVENTION 

IRETURN TO PALS IN FIELD 1 

IENTRY FROI1 PALS 
ISUBROUTINE ·SUB.FT" WITH 1 ARG. 
IUSE ANY ADDRESS AS ARG. HERE 

IAN ENTRY TO GIVE THE LOADER 
IA START I 1\10 PLACE AND SET UP 
I I 10 FLAGS. ETC. 

ISTARTINQ ADDRESS OF PALS CODE 
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~~~ 
I9R Ike" 

SIr«:E RlTIl IS lEIt«; DISTRDlITED WIlH (&18 Vi) III) Elm 'EJ"2IT 
IS IM'(RfANT nt.t.T EVEfMJ£ LEARN tDf TO USE IT. I K\VE TYPED IF RlfiS 

1) I~AI..L ~ 8-2455 ~ ~.!sv AS J).lS1RIBUTED IN (&18 Vil. THIS f:AES 
'-\ lEU.. I<tDfi lUi. cmcnn; WI1H V3D MJST FIX (](f •• 

• R RlTIl 

5314 

(00l3) 3.(ffi C6-Jl.-fi 

LltEFEED 

LIN:FEED 
UNEFEED 
LINEFEBJ 
LltEFEED 
LINEFEBJ 

.... ~~ffflt~ ... 
(R NEXT FILE (R ~~ t I 

l~ ItFal'ATI~ PuTIL PRINTS rur BETl&N 11£ FILE tW£ IKJ n£ FILE 
U\TE WILL VMY ~ TO n£ LDCATI<W OF n£ FILE. ALL LItES ME 
TERMINATED WIlli A 1I:11Ri IN..ESS ont:RWISE tCTED. 

2} INSTH.L REv ___ UiAsEs DIm PATDi lIIlER EfC&; RlTIL IS A LITIlE DIFFEJt-
ENT lIIlER Ens. ---

Ilr 
......... 1 

CTRL V" S 

I l1fjVE.-Yeas I~ 6. II 
«(llJl) 1. (61 ll-FElflH 

LINEfEED 
Ll.HEED 
LINEFEED 
LINEFEED 



PURPOSE! 

.GET SYS TECD 

.0[lT 

02247/7000 

"C 

.SA SYS TECD 

PATCH TO 'TECD', Vers. 5 
PAS Sat. 11-Feb. 1978 
Stand-alone OS-8 V. 3D 
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To set rid o~ 'L'D'~'c'R 'C'A'S'E ~lagging. 

5216 <C.R.> 

Note! 5216 is the code immediately preceding code 7000. 
In the version shown, 02246 helrl 5216. The game o~ the 
name is to change 7000 to what immediately precedes it. 

Is there some undocumented .SET ~or this, or what? 

underlines m2rk user's typins. 

Dear Bob: 

Don't know if others have run across this problem or not. 

Anyhow, here it i~. 

Yours, 
C-~ • 

(Rev. Dom) Geoffrey Chase OSB 
Abbey / Portsmouth HI 02871 



PORTSMOUTH ABBEY SCHOOL 
PORTSMOUTH, R.I. 02871 

(401) 683-2000 
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09-FEB-1977 

Dear Bob: 

1 • 

'") 
.:... 

a. 

b. 

c. 

a. 

Two more Band-Aids for 05/8 version 3-C & earlier. 

PAL-8: 

On page 0 there is a constant 5070. Dependin~ on 
version, it seems to live in lccation 00146 or 00147. 

Location 01731 contains 1130, eouivalently a TAD [260 • 

P~tch (.ODT) 01731 from old 1130 to new 1146 or 1147. 
This adds 8 ('5070' -- the upper b~te doesn't count) 
to your base Year. Should work throu~h '79. 

MACREL, earl~ release -X6C: 

This is rather like patching CCL, ~rom which it seems 
to have borrowed a few ideas. 

b. (.ODT) 07365 from old 0106 to new 116 (base year 78) 
07373 from old 0003 to new 6 (weekday offset) 

Yours ~aith~ully, 

G.~ OS"O 

Rev. Dom Geof~rey Chase 
The rolloving is refered to 
at the bottom 0f page 13. 

08/8 UAT~ I F~ lYJ8 

rORMAI : Dfi. MM. YY 

I~ASeY=78 

l>A.TE.FT 

COMMON IDAI, IDAL, IDA~, lUEXr 

~oo H~AU(l,3U2) IDA2,DUM, !DA1,DUM, IDA3 
:jOL FORMAl ( ... DATUM: ',IL, AI, IL, AI, 1:1) 

1~ (31-1DA2) 300,303,303 
303 I~ (l~-lDAl) 3UO,304,304 
:304 1 UA:3= 1 DA:.3- J. BASE: Y 

1~ (ll~~) 300,34,~4 

:.34 {lie x T = ( 1 UA~3+8 ) I 8 

I';ALL :~~ I lIA 

E:.ND 



SET])AT.SB 

/ PROl.~ SETS UP 05/8 DATE 
/S. 08/8 SOFTW. SUPP. l1AN. 0-4 

lDA1, COlliN 1 
! DA2, COfIItN 1 
I DA3, c.n9IN 1 

/PtO 
/DAY 
/YR 
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lDEXT. 1 /YR EXTENSION, 0S8 V3D 1978 
/ 

aiTRY SElDA 
DUI9IY DATE 
DlJIWtV DATEXT 

SETDA. BLOCK 2 
CLA CU. 
TAD lDAl 
AND (17 

/ 

/ 

eLL RAR;RTRiRTR 
DCA TEP1F' 
TAD IDA2 
AND (37 
CLL RALi RTL 
TAD TEPtP 
DCA TEP1P 
TAD lDA3 
AND (7 
TAD TEPIP 
DCA I DATE 

lAD lDEXT 
AND (3 
CLL RTRiRTRiRTR 
DCA IDEXT 
fAD I DATEXT 
AND (7177 
TAD IDEXT 
DCA 1 DATEXT 

RETRN SET[tA 
CPAGE 4 

DATE, 6211 
7b6~ 

CJAT~XJ, 6201 
7777 

TEMP, 0 
END 



1)066 
1) 

* .... * 
2)066 
2) 

1) 

1) 
1) 

1) 
1) 
1) 
1) 
1) ........ 
2)066 
2, 
2) 

1 ) 

**** 2)066 
2) 

1 ) 
1 ) 
1 ) 
1 ) 
1) 
1 ) 
1 )067 
**** 
2)060 
2) 
2) 
2) 
2)067 

.......... 

~ NODATI 
DCA MTE" 

JPtP NODATE 
DCA DATE" 
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vs. C~L v.+, 

1)066 CLA STL lAC RAt. /6 
TAD TP12 

**** ...... 

TAD ~seYR 
AND (60 
SNA CLA 
TAD (66 
TAD TPt2 
TAD 8('SEYR 
DCA YEAR 

TAD T~ 
TAD (6760 
DCA YEAR 

1)060 TAD (6 
"TAD DATE" 

******** 

******** 

1)006 
/ 
NODAT 1, 

8ASEYR, 
NODAIE, 

NlDA1E, 

TAD (3 
TAD DATE" 

Jf'iP 

Jt1S I (LOOt< 
YDATE 
..JPtP NODA T f 
.JPtP I (CHAIN 
0770 

I 

..J"S I (PRP1ESG 

Jr1S 1 (LOUt< 
YCiATE 
..J.,P I DATE 
.JMP 1 (CHAIN 
..Jf1SI (PRP'lESO 

• 

/"78 

DAlE 

/LOOKUP SYS:DATE. SV 

/MESSAGE IF IT"S NOT THERE 
ICHAIN TO IT, IF IT"S THERE 
1'"78 

I LOOKUP SYS:DATE.'3V 

IDO NOTHING IF IT "S NOT THERE 
ICHAIN TO IT, IF IT"S THERE 
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FEBRUARY 15, 1978 

MR. ROBERT HASSINGER 
LIBERTY MUTUAL RESEARCH CENTER 
71 FRANKLAND ROAD 
HOPKINTON, HASS. 01748 

DEAR ROBERT: 

I AM WRITING AGAIN IN REGARD TO UPDATING THE PATCH FROM STEVE 
LIGETT, DECUS NEWSLETTER OF APRIL 1976, NUMBER 16. 
I HAVE DETERMINED THAT THE FOLLOWING PATCH TO BRTS V5A WILL 
ADJUST THE COLUMN AND CH~RACTER COUNTERS • 

• 6ET SYS:BRTS 

.ODT 

2570/7774 7770 
2573/7660 7600 
3375/7660 7600 

"'C 
SAVE SYS:BRTS 

/ 1 LESS THAN THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS 
/ PAGE WIDTH 
/ PAGE WIDTfi 

THIS SETS UP BRTS TO USE 9 COLUHNS, 128 CHARACTERS PER RECORD 
(LOCATIONS 2570 AND 2573,3375). IT APPEARS THAT MR. LIGETT'S 
PATCH TO BRTS HAS BEEN INCORPORATED IN THE NEW VERSION FOR 
OS/8 3D. 

I WOULD ALSO LIKE TO REQUfST THAT YOU ADD HY NAME TO THE MAILING 
LIST FOR THE DECUS NEWSLETTER. TH~NK YOU. 

SINCERELY 
GREG WALTER 

V.A. CTR. RESEARCH SERVICE 
5000 W. NATIONAL AVE. 
UOO~, WIS· 53193 
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Concerning DIRECT, Headers, Labels, Dates and DECSYSTEK-8/78 

We have been revising SOlIe of the CUSP's for DECSYSTEM-8 to OS/8 V3D 
standards. Two of these should be of general interest. 

Jim Van Zee' s version of DIRECT (VSG) has been revised, cOllllle!lted, and augmented 
to aid in the "date" proble. (creating V6A). Concerning the dates as nov printed 
by DIRECT: the fix for the 05/8 dat~ problem, (only three bits ~ the date word), 
was to add two bits in word 07777 (bits 3-4) as the extended date for the 
.da COIIIIIIaIld. The directory date word does not have these bits available. The 
solution was ~o use the current syst~ year as the base and print dates back 
eight years. ~e.g. in 1978 1970 dates show as 78, etc.) As an atteapt to aid in 
identifying old files the heade= prints the date it was created by(PA1lAH.FC or 
IlEADER.SV) The date in the header is printed as an absolute date. One may use 
this date as an aid in identifying "old" files, if old files are kept together 
on the same Jaedia. As an additional aid the IG option has been added. This 
option prin ts directory file dates relative to the header date rather than 
the system date. Currently in DIRECT 'i6A an offset is used so that these 
relative to header dates are + or - 4 years. The sort opt1.ons, ID and IT use 
the appropriate relative date, either systea or header if Ie is selected. The 
sort has also been .adified so that undated files are the 1east tiDlely. If 
the reference date is 0, then no dates are printed. The header option (/H) now 
prints "UHLABLED" if no header block exists. 

The endless directo=y "bt':~n has been fixed in this versf.on. An added option, 
the IL option, prints the header only for identification and creation of labels 
for the media (eg. DEC tapes, Floppies, etc). System I.D.'s have bep-n added 
for other syste.s at the s~~gestion of Earl T. Ellis of the coast guard. 

The parameter block creation prograa (PAllAM.SV) of DECSYSTEH-8 has been 
extensively revised to include all DEC st:anciard devices to date. 

It has also been revised to fit the extended date algoritla. The creation 
date word is in location 112 of the header, extended date :I.n location 113. A true 
"reference gear" is to be added to location 111 currently direct GA optionally 
uses the creation date as the reference date. 

An additional option has been added tu this program to per,mit creating header 
blocks with the same label and only volume number's changed sequentially. The 
naae has been chang~d from PARAK to HEADER to avoid conflict with the RTS/8 
cusp PARAK.SV, for DECSYS~8/78. A summary of the options for direct is: 

Direct V~rs1on 6A 
Summary of the Command Decoder Options: 

IA Alphabetize directory before processing 
IB Print starting block numbers (octal) 
Ie List only files with the current date 
ID Order files 1:,y date, then alphabetically 
IE Include empt1.es in the Listing 
IF Fast mode (nc. lengths or dates) 
IG Use the headE!r date as reference 
IH List contentfl of the Parameter block (header) 
II Print additiclnal information words (octal) 
IL Label, print header only 
1M List only thf~ empties 
IN Print dates tn numeric form (MM/DD/Y'l) 
10 List only file. with other than today's date 
IP Eliminate Pag1 ng (No formfeeds in the O'ltput 
la List Remainder of f~le8 after the first one 
IT List the most timely (recent) files first 



Iu Treat each input specification separately 
Iv List files not of the fo~ specified 
Iw Print the version number 
Ix Alphabetize by Extension, then by name 
=N Use N columns - output is ordered by column 
* Wild name or extnesiJn 
? Wild character 

Default input specification: *. * 
Default output device: TTY: 
Default output file extension: .DI 
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The eCL for DECSYSTEK-8 vas rev!.sed for )S8 VlC by D.E. Wrege using the 
preliai:lary V3D version. It rill work with V3D (DSSCCL.PA) of 8-April-78) 
The aaj or revision however vas to provide a simpler aeans of updating it 
as the DEC version is changed, and to provide a continued means of adding 
user features via an "overlay" structure. The "true" V3D version vill be 
available shortly. 

In the curret:t version a:ry prograa can be run from SY$ [,y just typing the 
name: eg: • R HEADER or • HEADER 
The safe SQUASH, ZERO, etc. and other features are retained. 

Note that HEADER and DIllECT are It stand-alone" and will work with any 
version of OS/8. PS/8 DECSYSTEK-8, etc. 

These updated programs viII be submitted to DECUS and are available from: 

Don S. Harmer 
::;chools of Physics and HE 
Small Computer Applications Lab 
Georgia Tech 
Atlanta, GA 30332 

A presentation on the status of DECSYSTEK-8/78 is planned fOT the Spring DECUS 
meeting. Some discussions for standardizing the use of the HEADER block should 
be made. Also for solving the loss of the he8der if the directory extends into 
block 6. We have some proposals in this area. 

Submitted b~ 
Don S. Harmer and William H. Ti>pliss 
Georgia Tech 
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FROM 3RIAN CONVERSE 

(Se~ related ~aterial elsewere in this issue.) 

1. r.f.rence te , •• "p-1Z. I 'awe d.". aore ttntertn, Mtt. 
It te ••• tf It c •• ~ ..... to r • .,ond r.ttoft.ll~. On. of t •• 
nl.e •• t .. s .beut ••• '1.-12 ••• r .ost .tnls I' •• s •• n t. t •• t ~.u 
c •• r •• tl~ al •• Dr .. r •• ,. t •• r •• nd ~l.~ .tt. tt .t. t •• con •• l • 
•• tt •••• - .ue. f •• ter .... ~.u C.".ft .. c., •• s Mit' • st •• l. f •• ut 
r.,tat.r ( •••• cl.tl~ .t.ce I .1 •• ,. ..... t.tak ••• ntertng t.tftg. 
IRt. as .n~ " ••• d ..... ' •• r. flt.,I.1 sMltc •• s). , •••• ;'tt~ 
t. pl., .t •• I ••• rue.f •••• 1 •••• ·.0- svtte' ••• bren .f t •••• -
•• r.~l. ..1. ..rtt". ..t •• 'ft. .., t •• ttng .tid td.... T •• 
fP'-12 ........ l.t.l~ •• c ... ol ..... la", stt. d .... , tn t •• r. .......... ..d ,..... .\ rou. ' •• If •• out •• tt .. Id •••••••• 
•••• t ... tt •• t •• t .tllter ... d • tuft .f fLA' •• I ..... nd. st.rt • 
•• 1.. ".ft. t •• t ... t. l ••• ltlet~ t. ~ot'.r to •• e If •• t .... t.n 
eM. " .f ••• et., f.r ••• 3 d ... _ f.ct do ~ft .. d.c .... nt.d .... . 
,. ' ... rlt'. et t •• f.e t. flo.ttftl .e.t •• d.. I' ••• 1 ••• l.nc.d 
•• r .......... r".re •• ctt .. of tt. ".-12 •• nu.t ... d •••• b •• n 
.tr •••• ~ •••• t.ll.r , ••• wclltt.ctMre .'OM. In Ft, '-5 t. t. t •• t 
.f .... It-_I Ic.· .tcr.~roc .... r I fte t .. 6701 ~r 2900. I'. ".t 
aur. If •• 18 t. t •• tacl tak ... en t •• P'~-8A·. FPP .r .e •• but t. 
I .... t I •• ~.u c ... ," tlreM •••• tll ........ err .t ... ,. ".ceu.. .11 
til. 1 •• ' •• 1 ... _, •• t., c ........ tallf •• to t •• ' •• -1 1/0 •••• 
••• ~ •• , ... 1 .. t. ft, 5-5 I ........ f .. Itt. on • -"'t .ltc.- cll'p 
(1' .. - ... .,d 7.t •••• t ... 21 Itft.). If •• r .... •••• 1. tr~ t.' •. 'I.· ••• ~.t t. a c .... I.! , .... d_.t., •• f t •• ·btt .llce· .rc"-
•• c ..... · ,. t ....... c ••• f.ler .. i .. t •• t".t,uctt." •• t t. add ne. 
f· •• tar •• ~I •• l, It. c •••• t ... tcr.cet.!.. , ... ~I •• d .... t ....... 1' b. 
• ... set of ~.rt. t •••• ct .nd ...... tnt.".ftc. s.ft •• re t •• t 
.... l~ ••• d re"rll'." (.r I •• , .... n de ... t ••• tcr.e .... t. .."l.te ",-1Z .t ••• ,s). Wft. addltf.ntl t .. truett." •• FLAP '.nd IAl') 
.t .......... r •• b.t FLAP ••• d. Mar. .t, •• d~: H.s .n~.e4~ ~ •• n alt'_ t .... fUP'. ·IE'EAT .- ~ ...... -o" If so ...... ' •••• trtc.! 
fLa,· •••••• , .... t I •• It.t " •• 't de ."p'. tnl .bou' It • 

••• r. ........ dlscUistoft of t •• F;'/FLIP SUP'OIT LIBRAIY tn 
"6 ..... S. ,I,.t ~ •• ..a.tOft of • -aLf •••••• l~ .It' t.. FLAP 
c."dl., ... , •••• '.d. resultl"l tft ... , ••• d.rn •• rslon of FLIP • 
.... r. d •••• n. _t.tn t. i ....... FLAP. fatl , ••• cc ••• to fO.' .... IV 
s.urc •• ~ fur ••• r w ••••• tl.ft.d t ... utptcleus r.5 .. ~l.ftc. ~.t ••• n 
til. 'PP SUPPOI' LIliA.' .... t.tl., f ... *t ••• In .~. flV l'brap,4 
C •• l~ ..... ft •• tt. fOI'." IV •• ur •••••• t •• F" SUPPO.T LIB.A.' 
.. c~ ••• (wtlc. tRC'U~ •• f.ll ll.tt .... ) c~.ct ,_t ••• t. · •• p.ct.l'r 
•• ,. re •• r' t. • •••• 'IV f ..... to". "'.t •• " ..... " Sp.'ed 'n t". 
l •• t f •• ,.ar ••••• t" ..... ,ur.t •• r tltc.rr.ct? 

I dl.cu ••• d f',-12 110 .nd .... r~ us •• it' ....... tn •• r 
•••••• R4 •• , v •• SUI,estleR t •• t .uc. ,.'-12 .t .... , ."er.gfn, 
I.uld •• deft. t.· ", f'.~~· ... 1 Itt .0 .... r.duc tn • •••• r' ft ...... , 

S31 ••• r 'le.tt"I-..lftt -.4 ...... 'l •• r.ftfttnl f •• t.,. 1'-.... . 
,utt. t •• t .t •• le tIt fl •• d-p.lnt .ad. b.c.u ••• v.r~t'ln. ts • 
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fr.ctl.A ._d t.t ••• r r •• ul,s •• , .,.r ..... 1' ••• r~ot.ft. Dt.fdfnl 
~~ _.- f.r •••• pl.. t. calculate .n ••• r ••• : • b."ev •• 11 b •• 
frectl ••• ft' t ...... f ••• b.tt.r .. t b. e. tnt ••• ~ or t •• r. 1* 
t".u~l.. T.t. , •••• t ••••• crat f. It. f •••• r ••• tq • lit" t •• 
...... ftt ••• t It" t ••••• t.l. t. , •• r.t •• I. t •• It.la.~ c ••• (a .. ' 
• .- t~ ...... f .... tn) .t 10-.11 •• e .... , •• cand ••••• t •• r •• .,.ltc.~ 
tt .......... tt.nt _, •• I •••••• ttelt~ ·ff •• d· for •• u .. tt'.ut t •• 
e •• '.rtc •• f AT •• t al. 

Y ••• t'.r •••• 1. I. f •• dt ••• 'aaae-werd •• lu •• ( •• 6. Ale ••• -
.'e,) 'e .... fr •• FP' f I .. , .nd fl .. , _. v.lu.,. If .ft,b.d~ •• er 
c ..... wit' .... ~ .t "ot-. ,.1. RDt f ... t.tn, •• llopnl t~. FPP 
tftd •• reet ••• r ••• 1' ••• t .. ,t,..l.-vord data (.1. SETI) .nd IT.-t~. 
a •• , ... at • tt ••• J •• wer found ft. I ,.fn. j'.. found • II., _.1., ..... f •• t.r. It 1 •• 01 ••• plc.f •• up pafrs of .fftlte-word 
•• lu •• ,. FPP .t ••• -._,., •• de •• d u.t .. AL. to .coo' ,.e 12 .o.t 
.t •• Iflc •• , ~It' t.t. a'. Z.d lI.rd.f •• f.C • ••• tf ••• •• T.t. f, 
all a.at· ....... d f.r ff •• d .olnt ... r .. f",. '0 I' •• ot •• 1'. .. •• t 
, ...... t f.r fl .. tf •• pofat .pptte.tt ..... p.r"-.p. '110 .... stnc. 
t •• fPP-12 .. Ill .ff.ctt •• l~ ,Rd •• bF 2. t •• ft •• d-•• tnt fL... are 
..... .tt' t •••••• t.d ...... I,t ..... h .... tit ••• cond fLt. u ••• tit. 
~uff.r .~res •• 1: 

St •• TD 
LD. -1000.0 
Lt:r -1.1 
LD. -1.2 
LD. 1 It.3 

LOOPLD. fLIA 8UfF.1. 
ALII 3 
FSY. 'IIE,P.l. 
fLII 8U'F.1.1 
ALI J 
'STI fIIEIP.2. 
... " LOOPLD .0. 

ICO,"Y5 512 DOUBLE IFEIS 
1'-w)ID 'ICICUP PTI 
IF 11£1-PT OUTPUT PTa 
IALI to.ST.(aDEC. 12) 
II'I DC UP 1ST 2 1-"IS 
IJUSTIFY 1ST. KILL 2ND 
ISA~ -S 211D FIIED-PT 
INOlE OfFSET. NO INDEI 
IJ U STI FY AND KILL AS B4 
lSI ~ 2ND VALUE AS 84 
IDO 512 PASSES 

I~ t.. . ... pl.. .fnlle-.erd •• tu •• ar. brou," fro. 8U'f • ..... ,.'C. -ft."~.tftt ,pp •• lu ••• t. I UI. and .tor.d aa 2-w.rd 
ft ...... r·.t... ..l .... tft 'IIEDP. TM lie, to .h ....... l •••• td. fr •• t". ALM. t. the .ff •• t add ..... 8U FF.' •• d fn the 2nd fLIA. 

2 



FLAP V 50 

OOl!OO 0006 
00401 0101 
C0402 7777 
004Q3 0102 
00404 0014 
CC405 0103 
00406 ?777 
00407 0510 
00410 0470 
00411 0012 

00412 6530 
00413 0530 
a0414 0410 
00415 0471 
00416 0012 
00417 6530 
00420 0530 
00421 0510 
00422 0470 
00423 0012 
00424 6530 
00425 0530 
00426 0410 
0\)427 0471 
00430 0012 
00431 6530 
00432 0530 
00433 0104 
00434 1177 

00435 0510 
00436 0470 
00437 0012 
00440 c530 
00441 0530 
00442 0005 
00443 0004 
00444 6540 
00445 0630 
00446 0006 
00447 0510 
00450 0471 
00451 0012 
00452 6530 

127 - PAGE 12 

FEB 3, 10 PAGE 1 
IANOTHER FPP TEST PGH - BRIAN CONVERS~ 

ORG 400 IFITS IN WITH LINC-MODE TEST PGM ELSE~HERE 
STARTD IMUST DO IN 2-WORD INDEXING=FIXED POINT 
LDX -1,1 IPICKUP POINTER FOR SINGLE-WORD VALUES 

LDX 14,2 IALN IllSTRUCTION CO!;STANT=12 DECIMAL 

LDX -1,3 IOUTPUT POINTER 

FLDA BUFF,1. IGET THE "0001" AND "7176" 

ALN 2 I"ASR" THEM UNTIL 0001 IN LSW 
I(NOTE FINE DIAGRAMS IN FPP-12 MANUAL 
ITHAT SHOW HOW "ALN" WORKS SO YOU 
IWON'T HAVE TO RUN TEST PROGRAMS 
ITO DOPE IT OUT) 

FSTA FIRST,3. ISAVE AS PROOF 

FLDA BUFF.1,1 INOTE FANCY I~DEXING NOW GETS 

ALN 2 12ND AND ~RD WORDS AND WE "ASR" 
FSTA F!RST,3+ ITO 2ND I~ LSW OF FAC "MANTISSA" 

FLOA BUFF,l. INOW WE GET 3RD AND 4TH WORDS 

ALN 2 IETC., ETC ... 
FSTA FIRST,3. 

FLDA BUFF. 1 , 1 

ALN 2 
FSTA FIRST,3. 

LOX -1,4 IJUST TOO WIERD, THIS INDEXING BIT 

ICAN'T JUST SWITCH MODES IN THE MIDDLE 
IOF A LIST, GaTTA USE ANOTHER INDEX 
lOR RESET CURRENT ONE OR USE ADDRESS 
IOFFSET. 

FLDA BUFF,l+ IFLOATING-POINT SETUP TRY 

ALN 2 
FSTA FIRST,3. ITO VERIFY FIXED-POINTNESS 

STARTF IHELPS IF U WANT TO DO FL. PT. 
F~ORM ITHE KID GOES FOR BROKE 
FSTA SECOND,4+ 

STARTD I(GETS LIKE LINCIPDP MODE ... ) 
FLDA BUFF+1,1. IFL PT TRY ON POSITIVE VALUE 

ALN 2 
FSTA FIRST,3+ 
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00453 0530 
00454 0005 
00455 0004 
00456 6540 
00457 0630 
00460 0000 
00461 0000 
00!l62 0000 
00463 0000 

STARTf ITOO BAD THERE ISN'T A "STARTS" 
FNORM IINSTRUCTION: SINGLE WORD VALUES 
FSTA SECOND,4+ lAND INTEGER MATH 

FEXIT 
FEXIT 
FEXIT 
FEXIT 

ORG 470 
OO~70 0001 BUFF, 0001 
00471 7776 7776 
C0472 1234 1234 
00473 5670 5670 
00474 5252 5252 
00475 2525 2525 
001176 3561 3561 
00477 0110 0110 

ORG 530 
005?-0 0000 FIRST, 0 
00531 0000 0 
00532 0000 a 
00533 0000 a 
00534 0000 ZBLOCK 40 

ORG 630 
00630 0000 SECOND, a 
00631 0000 0 
00632 0000 ZBLOCK 40 

NO ERRORS 
3 SYMBOLS, NO LINKS 

SUFF 00470 FIRST 

.,.00 'f \' SV l ~ S" 

530/0000 } 
00531/0001 
o ~532 /7777} 
00533 /1716 
A 0534 /0000 1-
00535 /1234 ' 
00536 

00530 

IA TEST LIST OF FAKE SINGLE-WORD 
IVALUES WE ~ANT TO FLO~T 
fALL 7 MAY NOT GET USED IN ABOVE 
ICODE. PDP-12 ADe VALU~S MUST HE 
/CONVERTED TO 2'S COMPLEMENT OR 
ICONVERTED (VIA JLT, ETC.) IN THE 
IFPP CODE AS VALUES ARE LOADED 

ITHIS IS WHERE FIXED POINT FPP 
IINTEGERS APPEAR; APPROPRIATELY 
ISTUFFED WITH ZEROS DNTIL VALUES 
ISTORED BY FPP 

IWHERE OUR j-NORD FL. PT. 
/VALUES SHOULD APPEAR 

630/7164 
SECOND 00630 00631 /5252 

00632 /0000 
00633 /71/~4 

00634 /2200 
00635 /0000 

- rto ...... ~;.~ ~,-"'~ v~\\I~.s 

1 (o.\-{. t\..:~'t "~t"t. \NO..,.\.l

"'te rr-f'~~fY') ttL.., ce.. Y"\ 

'l'V" '06.£ \",." k Y d ~ V'c,) 

} 
S"'c,~\d ~\Jl\ \'Y' "U'"f"O("!" 

@ LS~ - t"lA"\ .s~v:d ~t" 'r ) 

" 0537 
" 0540 
00541 

/7777 } 
/':)610 _____ \l4\~ • .s wh:t~ ;c it,...., 

16? 156/0000 
00157 /0461 
00160 /0600 
00161 /0400 
00162 /0635 
00163 /7744 
00164 /2200 
00165 /0000 

00542 
f'I~543 

00544 
""545 

/1117 } CA.,\,so ~ttf'W\t"f',) -") I'. r+ 
/5252 yC 

/0000} ~." \ t- \..&.,,~ +'~r f c) f \ t"r ,",Y'':' ;+ • 
/0110 f\V ...... , bvi" vY\ ''''~r'''\r~ o"vI(.,,,,j \'1 o('t,",.,..,~J 
/0000 
/000~ 
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This patch to USR.RA from Jeff Wyatt looks as though it applies to the 
early version which has been superseded by one that corrects this 
problem and handles the core size control better. I believe that the 
revised version is the one DECUS has been distributing for some time 
now. - RH 

This modification to USR.RA allows it to work with a non-FPP 
Be. The problem is that the FPP siaulator does not dro~ the last 
bit it pushes over; therefore the ALN 1, ALN 2 does not mask as 
it should. 

SRCCDH V4 

1 ) 
"'") ' . 
.:...J 

1)002 

1) 
1 ) 
1) 
1 ) 
1 ) 
1 ) 
1 ) 
1 ) 
1 ) 

**** 
2)002 

/ 
/ 

/ 
2) / 
2) 
2) 
2) 
2) 

******** 
1.)004 FILE, 
1 ) EN[' 

**** 2)004 FILE, 
2) 
2) 
~,~ ) 

2) 
2) 
:;,~ ) 

':,' ) 

:~~~) X70, 
2) X'1777, 
2) END 

SUBROUTINE 
SUBROUTINE 
SETX 7777 
XTA 0 

USR (UNIT, NAME~ FUNCT, ERROR) 
USR (UNIT, NAME, FUNCT~ ERROR) 

/LOCATION OF SOFTWARE CORE 
/MUST HAVE BEEN SET BY eeL 

SETX f;SHIFT-l 
ALN 1 /SHIFT RIGHT 3 
FSTA .JTHP 
ALN 1 
ALN 2 
FNEG 
FADD f;TMP 
ALN 2 
JNE SKCDNT 

/THIS CODE MASKS OPF BITS 6-8 

/FIElD NOW IN BITS 6-8 
/DID USER SET IT? 

MODIFIED HERE BY J. WYATT TO WORK ON NON FPP 8E 

TRAP4 FILE 
SETX X70 
XTA 0 
JNE SKCONT 

/MASK OFF FIELD BITS 

/ [I I [r USER SET IT? 

0.0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0 

0 
CLA 
C[lF 
TAD/, 
AND 
[tCA 
C[lF 
JMf-'/. 
70 
7777 

0 
X7777 

X70 
X70 
eIF 0 

FILE 

IMODIFIE[I FOR NON FPP BE 
ITHIS CODE IS ONCE ONLY 
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676-2692 
0lil« 0( c ... ~ . ....., E ...... /lJOO Ey'? Strrn. N. f¥./ ~(H';. D.C. 20037/ (lOll _ .,e k 

February 22, 1978 

Robert Hassinger, Coordinator 
12 Bit Sig 
Liberty Mutual Research Center 
71 Franklin Road 
Hopkinton, MA 01748 

Dear Mr. Bassinger: 

The Educomp BASIC RANDOMIZE COlllBalld is rather ineffectual at presenting 
the user with a different ralldom nuaber list each time a program is run. 
Typically the first few nlurubers are almost identical and it is necessary 
to call several numbers before you can be sure you ~ave a d~fferent list. 
If pr09rams chain boWt;!ver, the RANDCf(IZE has no effect at all and the 
identical list will be accessed following ~~ch chain, see RANDCf( and 
REPEAT and the associated printout. 

One solution to this is to use a data file to transfer information between 
the chained pr.~Yams, see RNDTST. RNDTST uses the file TEMP to hold the 
transferred information. When RNDTST is chained w it opens the file, 
reads the contents and deletes the file to avoid directory clutter. The 
number read fram the file is u~ed to position the user at some 'RANDOM' 
position down the random number list, lines 380-400. While it is a 
nuisance, this method is clean in that all of this is transparent to 
the user aId the created files are destroyed by the program itself. 

Incidently, the tecr.nique of having a program create a program to perform 
a function which BASIC can't handle directly (RNDTST, lines 190-269) can 
be quite useful. I have an abacus program, see CMPU'IE,which can be very 
convenier:t. CMPUTE can be incorporated into other programs by chaining 
to CMPUTE when desired and adding a line 335 to chain back to the calling 
program at the appropriate line number. The only restriction is that all 
necessary variables in the calling program must be stored in c. file 
before chaining however, all multi-program project~ must do this anyway_ 

Sincerely, 

/7'?_M-~ 
Roy A. Standing 
Progranr.er 

Enclosures 



READY 

OLD RANDOM 
READY 

LIS'l' 

RANDOM 2/23/70 EDUCOMP BASIC V3.4 

10 RANDOMIZE 
20 J=lOO:GOSUB 10uO 
30 J=INT{V*20):GOSUB 1000 
40 PRINT J,V 
50 CHAIN -REPEAT-

1000 FOR X=1 TO J:V=RND(V):NEXT X:RETURN 
4094 END 

READY 

OLD REPEAT 
READY 

LIST 

REPEAT 2/23/70 EDUCOMP BASIC V3.4 

10 CHAIN -RANDOM-, 10 
20 END 

READY 

RUN 

REPEAT 2/23/70 EDUCOMP BASIC V3.4 

9 
9 
9 
9 

"'p 
STOP AT LINE 
READY 

RUN 

.593391 

.593391 

.593391 

.593391 

1000 

REPEAT 2/23/70 EDUCOMP BASIC V3.4 

14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 

.295044 

.295044 

.295044 

.295044 

.295044 

.295044 

STOP AT LINE 1000 
READY 
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READY 

OLD RNDTST 
READY 
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LIST 

RNDTST 2/23/70 EDUCOMP BASIC V3.4 

100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 
210 
220 
230 
240 
259 
260 
270 
280 
290 
300 
310 
320 
330 
340 
350 
360 
370 
380 
390 
400 
410 
420 
430 
440 
450 
460 
470 
480 
490 
500 
510 
520 
530 

REM STANDING 1978 (GWUMCj - RNDTST 
IF EDUCOMP HASIC PROGRAMS ARE CHAINED THE RANDOM NUMBER SEQUENCE 
IS ALWAYS RESET TO THE SAME STARTING POSITION, SO YOU ARE REUSING 

! THE SAME LIST. THE RUN COMMAND IS ~.LM08T, BUT NOT QUITE, AS BAD. 

! ***** START UP CODE ***** 
RANDOMIZE 
PRINT "HOW MANY TEST CYCLES DO YOU WANT TO RUN"; 
INPUT T 
OPEN -RNDCHN.BA- FOR OUTPUT AS FILE 1 ! CREATE THE 'CEAIN' PROGRAM 
PRINT 11, -10 CHAIN -: 
PRINT 11, CHR$(34); 
PRINT 11, -RNDTST"; 
PRINT 11, CHR$(34}; 
PRINT 11, -, 320" 
PRINT 11, "20 END" 
CLOSE 1 
FOR 1=1 TO 50 ! CALL ENOUGH TO OVERCOME INEFFECTIVE RANDOMIZE 
N=RND(X} 
NEXT I 
GOSUB 450 
GOTO 420 
! RE-ENTRY POINT FOR CHAINING 
OPEN "TEMP" FOR INPUT AS FILE 1 
INPUT 11, R,T 
CLOSE 1 
KILL "TEMP" 
IF T=O THEN 520 
FOR 1=1 TO R*20 
N=RND(X) 
NEXT I 
GOSUB 450 
CHAIN -RNDCHN n 

STOP 

USE R TO POSITION YOURSELF 'RANDOMLY' IN THE LIST 

! ***** SUBROUTINES ***** 
OPEN "TEMP" FOR O~~PUT AS FILE 1 
T=T-1 
PRINT 11, N 
PRINT 11, T 
PRINT N 
CLOSE 1 
RETURN 
KILL "PNDCHN.BA" 
END 

READY 



RUN 

RNDTST 2/23/70 EDUCOMP BASIC V3.4 

HOW MANY TEST CYCLES DO YOU WANT TO RUN? 5 
.467011 
.963083 
.107712 
.728066 
.681433 

READY 

OLD CMPUTE 
READY 

LIST 

CMPUTE 2/23/70 EDUCONP BASIC V3.4 

100 REM STANDING 1976 (GWUMC) - CMPUTE 
110 DIM B$=50 
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120 PRINT "INPUT CALCULATION, NO TO STOP"::INPUT BS 
130 IF 8$="NO" THEN 330 
140 FOR A2=1 ~O LEN(B$) 
150 B2=ASCII(MID(B$,A2,1» 
160 IF 82=44 THEN 190 ! COKMA IS ILLEGAL 
170 IF 82>39 THEN IF B2<58 THEN 220 ! NUMERICS AND SPECIAL CHARS 
180 IF B2=94 THEN 220 ! EXPONENTIATION 
190 PRINT "ILLEGAL EXPRESSION. USE ONLY NUMBERS AND ALGEBRAIC OPERATOR 

S." 
200 GOTO 120 
210 IF B2=44 THEN 190 
220 NEXT A2 
230 OPEN "CALC.BA" FOR OUTPUT AS FILE 1 
240 PRINT 11,"10 PRINT "; 
250 PRINT 11,BS 
260 PRINT 11,"20 CHAIN ": 
270 PRINT tl,CHR$(34); 
280 PRINT tl,"CMPUTE"; 
290 PRINT 11,CHR$(34) 
300 PRINT 11,"30 END" 
310 CLOSE 1 
320 CHAIN "CALC.BA" 
330 KILL "CALC.BA" 
340 END 

READY 

RUN 

CMPUTE 2/23/70 EDUCOMP BASIC V3.4 

INPUT CALCULATION, NO TO STOP? 7"«4/5.372)*3.14)+9 
103.598 

INPUT CALCULfl.TION, NO ",'"' STOP? (3*49+7/109)"7 ~ 'oJ 

1.48781E+15 
INPUT CALCULATION, NO TO STOP? NO 

READY 
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GALLAUDET COLLECIE 
KENDALL GREEN. 'WASHINGTON. D.c.. 2CC'02 

SENSORY CO .... UNICATlON 
RE:S£ARCH LABoRATORY 

HeARING AND SPEECH CENTER 

Mr. Robert Bassinqer, Coordinator 
12 BIT SIG 
Liberty Mutual Research Center 
71 Franklin Road 
Hopinqton, Massachusetts 01748 

Dear Bob: 

?ebruary 27, 1978 

I want to ~end you for your valiant work on the SIG Newsletter. 
I find it most informative and helpful. 

There has been some discussion and liUllei~tinq that cne cannot 
read into Fortran IV from the batch stream. This is a very handy 
feature ilIIplemented on JDany Fortran systems r am. sure. :I have found 
a way to do this. It might Seeill a little expensive but can sure save 
a lot of tro~le malting index or control files to simulate this action. 
With large systelDs,i.e. 32K, if you make the p,.tch to batch to run in 
the full 32IC and then use FRl'S as shipped (limited to 28K), there is no 
conflict between batch and the Fortran run-time system. One can then 
specify the BAT handler to a unit 1lUIIber, and read data from the batch 
file passin<} it to the Fortran program being executed. 

That was scae good news. Now abcut the date, I bot lQht the entire 
0S8 V3D system.a few days ago for a data analysis, I wanted to print 
the system data, calling it from Portran IV. Strangely i.t did exactly 
as the book said and returned the date for 1970 instead of 1978::! r 
recognize that therE» are many parts to the system; howev~, when such 
an obvious thing as a bad date has to be changed, shouldn't the entire 
system be made to conform::: 

I would also like l:O m~ntion Jim Van Zee's modification of direct-
I think it is a splendid bit of adaptation. All OS8 systems should not 
be without it. r am willinq to help distribute it; however, I cannot 
produce paper tape. I can make copies on RKOl, RICOS disks or DEC or 
link tape. 

One additional note, we have had an !Alt.", for about a year now 
and on several occasions I have had trouble with it. It appeared to 
die while printing a line. The print-head would just fl~t back to the 
normal position, sit there for a few seconds, and then continue printing, 
usually overpT. inting a line. John Tucker who has a DEC COS 310' system 
had the same problem. It was solved by grounding the wire fralnes that 
are used to hold the paper and the line-printer itself. It seems that 
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when the huaidity qets too low that static electricity is built up 
and disables the line-printer ~or a short tiae. Since grounding the 
IA180, X have not bad a repeat of the problem. 

~
.Si.ncerelY~-? li.nI---/ 
~~ ~ . 

Fred B. Brand~ 
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COIlflOaA Tf OfFICfS. 2J1OFANCHOt ~ A Y. SPOKANE. ~-'SHINGTON-FOIl MAIl: '.0. DaAWlR 1717.9922O-"tON( I50tt ~1G1-T'NX-S.771-." 

l1-Feb-78 

Hobert Hassinger, Coordinator 
12-Bit SIG 
c/o DECUS 
129 Park Street, PK-3/E55 
Maynard, HA 01754 

Dear Bob: 

This letter is in reply to your comments about ~ewsletters on mi
crofiche in the January Newsletter. 

It seems to me that distributing all of the back issues of the 
12-Bit SIG Newsletter ~ith an index on microfiche would be a very 
good way to make back issues available and reduce costs. I'm not 
sure, though, that distributing current newsletters on microfiche 
would be such a good idea. I like the thought of getting it by 
first class mail, but in our ir.stallation the newsletter is r~ut
ed to about ten people, and it may be a hassle for each person to 
go to the one viewer we have and spend the time there to read 
through the newsletter. 

! sure appreciate the work you put into getting out an excellent 
newsletter. 

Sincerely, 

/~I.~ 
Gary ~. Stebbins 
Software Systems Engin~p.r 
R&D Engineering 

1 Li I 
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I I 
I MU.M.. I MICROELECTRONIC PRODUCTS DIVISION 

~~~--~~~~-~~ 

the ftobert Hassinger, Coordinator 
12 Bit SIG 
c/o DECUS 
129 Parker St., PK-3/ESS 
MaynGrd, MA 01754 

Dear tIfT. Hassinger: 

15 February 1978 

Just thought I should let you know that I appreciate the work put in on the 
12 bit newsletter, and S4Y thanks for the various patches (such as the one for 
the 058 date word in the last issue). 

I would alSt) like to share an idea I had on reading about the number of PDP-8's 
around. The system I am working with is part of a General Radio 1790 logic 
tester. As originally configured the computer was in a dedicated application 
(the 1790) with no reference at all to DEC software. Ow application demanded 
an expansion of the machine capability (data logging and additional peripherals). 
Our group included a very clever programmer, and gradually the system expanded 
to include an RKBE disk, extra c""e, a rrobe table, and a video terminal. This 
leads to the coniecture that mart" of the test systems in the field that use a 
PDP8-E co.,ter cou!d also be improved, especially if him on conversion were 
made available. By the way, our system uses a positive I/O bus. The only time 
we had trouble from it was in using RTS8, due to the presence of the disk. 
Anoth .. source of ","ouble occurred when w. tried to use the system cassette 
recorders (SYKES CC-l00's) as fil. structured devices. The handler available 
from SYKES does not work under OSS-V3. W. now have the bugs worked out 
and use them for storing protected backup fil,". 

So rraJch for our system, but consider the possibilities. Our one system alone has 
brought close to $10,000 in hardware and software sales to DEC. A few hundred 
such conversions £let into real money, arld a foot in the door on larger systerra. 

F.JN:dw 
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Mr. Robert Baa!Jlaer. Coord1aator 
12 Bit SIG 
c/o DECUS 
129 Parker St., PK-3/E55 
Maynard~ M 01754 

D_r Bob: 

10 February 1978 

Ar .. Code 201 

192 -2TOO 

R ... lng the latest 12 bit SIG newsletter MItes one .. re 
that 11M (*Ie you • vote of thanks~ both for all your ~rk with this 
grOt • ..-.d for beachlg on DEC to fix the Softwltre News foul-up (and 
other things). 

At D.l. we have one of the early PDPSe's (# 384-1971) used 
f,ar on-line dat~ acqul~ltlon ~t fairly high rates (250 scans/sec of 
20 cMnne 1 s) • We now have 12K core~ ADO I ~ DECtapcs and 2 RKOS's. 
We st 111 use PAL8~ SAIl and FORrRAN II s I nee the short I nteg"r NOrd 
Is very convenient for this t«)rk~ and FORTRAN II s..s to have 
advantages over FORTRAII IV In sc.e other respects too. Us Ing 
Interrupts with FORTRAN II has given us cons Iderable trouble but 
we th I nk we hwe got over th I snow. 

We have progr_ th~t will quickly give llean valu.s and/or 
Peak and Trough statistics, fairly elaborately IlaSsaged and in a 
fo ... reedy to print In a report. Other progr..s will generate spectra 
either by BlaclaMn-Tukey or FFT methods. As there Is a PDPIO on ea.pus 
.. often transfer data to It for further process Ing and we have • 
progr_ that will read a standard POPS DEetape on the POPIO t I.e
sharing syst_. 

I hope that you will aaeet .y .-01 league Clarke Walker, 
who Is our PIPS expert I at the Spr I ng S\ 'POSI_. 

PGs:.s 

Sincerely yours, 

Paul G. Spans, Head 
to.putlng Division 
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